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A. Introduction 

1 Odeon Film AG (hereinafter: "Odeon") is a public limited company under German law entered in the commercial register of the Munich 

Local Court under HRB 188612 with its registered office in Munich. Odeon's share capital entered in the commercial register amounts to 

11.842.770,00 and is divided into 11.842.770 no-par value bearer shares (hereinafter: each share individually one "Odeon share“ and together 

the "Odeon shares"). 

2 LEONINE Licensing AG (hereinafter: „LEONINE“) is a public limited company under German law entered in the commercial register 

of the Munich Local Court under HRB 246725 with its registered office in Munich. LEONINE's share capital entered in the commercial 

register amounts to EUR 50.000,00 and divided into 50.000 no-par value registered shares. 

3 Odeon and LEONINE have concluded an agreement on Odeon's merger into LEONINE on 14 May 2021, which is appended to this  

merger report as Annex 1. 

4 LEONINE currently directly holds 10,755,795 of the total of 11,842,770 of Odeon's no-par bearer shares. This corresponds to a 

percentage share of Odeon's share capital of around  90.82 %. LEONINE therefore owns more than nine tenths of the Odeon's share capital; it 

is the main shareholder within the meaning of Section  62 Para. 1 and 5 Sentence 1 of the German Reorganization Act (hereinafter: "UmwG"). 

LEONINE is hereinafter also referred to as "main shareholder". 

5 Odeon is expected to transfer its assets as a whole , without liquidation according to Sections 2 No. 1, 60 et seqq. UmwG to LEONINE 

by way the merger by means of absorption. In connection with the merger, an exclusion of the Odeon's remaining shareholders besides 

LEONINE (hereinafter: "minority shareholders") will take place. This requires, in addition to the LEONINE's participation of nine tenths of 

Odeon's share capital, that the Odeon's general meeting according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG within three months of the 

conclusion of the merger agreement a decision according to Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 Public Companies Act (hereafter: "AktG") on the 

transfer of the minority shareholders' shares to LEONINE in return for the granting of appropriate cash compensation (hereinafter: "share 

transfer resolution"). Pursuant to Section 62 Para. 4 Sentence 2, Para. 5 UmwG the merger agreement is not required to have the consent of 

the transferring public limited company's general meeting if the share transfer resolution is entered in the commercial register with the note 

that it will only take effect at the same time as the entry of the merger in the acquiring public limited company's commercial register. It is 

planned that the Odeon's annual general meeting on 29 June 2021 will adopt a resolution on the transfer of the minority shareholders' shares to 

the main shareholder LEONINE. 

6 The merger is only to take effect if the exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders and thus the transfer of all shares of Odeon's 

minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder also takes effect. This is guaranteed by a condition precedent for the validity of the 

merger agreements. Conversely, the exclusion of the minority shareholders and thus the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders 

to LEONINE as main shareholder in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG only becomes valid at the same time as the entry 

of the merger in LEONINE's commercial register.  

7 Consequently, since LEONINE will be Odeon's sole shareholder upon the entry into force of the merger, LEONINE's shares shall not be 

granted to Odeon's shareholders as a transferring company. LEONINE's capital increase to carry out the merger will not take place. 

Accordingly, the explanation and statement of grounds for a conversion ratio of the shares or the information on the membership at LEONINE 

are omitted in this report (Section 8 Para. 1 Sentence 1 UmwG). There is also no requirement to indicate particular difficulties in the 

assessment of the entities in the merger reports (Section 8 Para. 1 Sentence 2 UmwG). 
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8 Odeon's and LEONINE's Board of Directors take the view that the drafting of a merger report is not necessary, provided that an exclusion 

of the Odeon's minority shareholders takes place in connection with the merger and accordingly, all of the transferring company's (here: 

Odeon's) shares are held by the acquiring company (here: LEONINE) at the time of the entry into force of the merger upon the entry in the 

acquiring company's (here: LEONINE's) commercial register (Section 8 Para. 3 Sentence 1 half sentence 2 UmwG). The present joint merger 

reports of Odeon's and LEONINE's Board of Directors will therefore only be drafted as a precautionary measure. 

9 Also in an abundance of caution, expert auditors Deloitte GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Rosenheimer Platz 4, 81669 Munich 

(hereinafter: "Deloitte") selected and appointed by the Munich I Regional Court for both for both legal entities involved in the merger, in 

accordance with Section 60 in conjunction with Section 10 UmwG has drafted an audit report on the audit of the merger agreement between 

Odeon and LEONINE dated 10 May 2021.  

10 The Munich I Regional Court's order by which Deloitte was appointed expert auditor, is appended to this merger report as Annex 2.  

B. Presentation of the companies involved in the merger 

I. Odeon  

1. Overview 

11 Odeon (hereinafter together with its subsidiaries: "Odeon Group") is active in the television and film production division.  

12 Odeon is the parent company of the Odeon Group. This comprises 

- Odeon Fiction GmbH with company domicile in Munich,  

- Odeon Entertainment GmbH with company domicile in Munich and  

- Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH with company domicile in Vienna. 

13 Odeon has its company domicile in Munich. A further branch office is located in Berlin. 

14 Odeon is one of the largest independent television and cinema production houses in Germany. Successful series or series like "Der 

Staatsanwalt, "Ein Fall für zwei", "Letzte Spur Berlin", "Die Füchsin" or "Harter Brocken" regularly achieve top ratings on German television. 

Formats such as "KDD – Kriminaldauerdienst", "Türkisch für Anfänger" or also "Das Institut – Oase des Scheiterns" have set standards and 

won numerous national and international awards, including the German TV Prize and the Grimme Prize. With "Spy City" the first international 

series has just been launched. 

15 For the cinema, Odeon has realised among other things "Wo ist Fred?", "Erkan & Stefan", "John Rabe", "Das fliegende Klassenzimmer" 

or "Seitenwechsel". "John Rabe" was awarded with Bavarian and the German Film Prize in several categories. 

16 The Odeon Film Group's business model is based on two pillars: the making of commissioned productions as well as co-productions and 

in-house productions. 
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17 In the case of commissioned production, the production of a television programme is compensated for at a fixed price by means of a 

commission of a TV broadcaster. Additional revenue potential for the producer essentially consists in the agreement of revenue sharing from 

foreign sales. In this business model, the marketing and thus also the domestic marketing risk lie exclusively with the client, while the risk of 

cost overruns are usually borne by the producer. 

18 Co-productions and in-house productions of cinema and television films as well as their marketing are cost-intensive. Odeon begins with 

the realization of an in-house production when the financing of the project is fully guaranteed. This is mainly done through co-production 

contributions, licence agreements and film funding. Since part of these financial contributions are only paid out during the course of 

production or upon completion, Odeon has to make the film by providing a bridge loan. Here too, the producer bears the risk of cost overruns. 

19 In the 2019 financial year, the Odeon Group reported consolidated earnings before taxes in the amount of EUR 0.5m. According to the 

2019 annual report, the Fiction division accounted for EUR 32.8m and the Entertainment division for EUR 6.3m of the reported consolidated 

earnings before taxes of the consolidated earnings for the 2019 financial year. 

20 In the 2020 financial year, the Odeon Group reported consolidated earnings before taxes in the amount of EUR -4.3m. According to the 

2020 annual report, the Fiction division accounted for EUR 44.5m and the Entertainment division for EUR 7.0 m of the reported consolidated 

earnings before taxes of the consolidated earnings for the 2020 financial year. 

21 The Odeon Group had 463 employees on 31 December 2020, of whom 405 are temporary project employees. 

2. Odeon's company history, development and dependency  

22 The company was founded in 1990 as Action Games GmbH. At that time, the shareholders were Bavaria Film GmbH at 50% and a joint 

venture of the two companies Carlton Communication (GB) and Paramount Pictures (USA). The company's corporate purpose was the 

production of entertainment programmes for television. After the British-American shareholders left the company due to antitrust law, Bavaria 

Film GmbH increased its participation to 75% in 1994; the remaining 25% was taken over by the management at the time. In 1996 the name 

was changed to Bavaria Entertainment GmbH and in 1999 the name was again changed to Odeon Film AG. In 1997 the company expanded its 

activities to include the film production business. 

23 Sales tripled as a result of the takeover of the Monaco Film Group, Munich, in November 1998. This group of companies, comprising 

several production companies, specialized in TV series and TV movies. Programmes like "Ein Fall für zwei" (ZDF), "Wolffs Revier" (SAT. 1) 

and "Die Kommissarin" (ARD) are representative of many other well-known TV series and films from the 70s, 80s and 90s. With this leap in 

sales, the company also achieved the size necessary for the stock exchange. In the course of this takeover, the shareholder relationships were 

reorganized. The previous shareholders of the Monaco Film Group acquired 35% of the shares (Bavaria Film 60%; previous management of 

Bavaria Entertainment 5%). 

24 Odeon was admitted to the stock exchange on 12 April 1999 on the Neuer Markt in Frankfurt / Main.  

25 On 2 December 2002, the company moved to the regulated market in Frankfurt / Main. The company is listed for trading on the regulated 

market (General Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under ISIN DE0006853005. In addition, Odeon shares are traded over the counter 

on the Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Hanover, Munich and Stuttgart stock exchanges. 
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26 In 2004, Novafilm Fernsehproduktion GmbH was founded, into which the acquired Novafilm Fernsehproduktion Otto Meissner KG was 

incorporated. In 2006, the GfP Media Fund acquired the majority of the shares in Odeon with the aim of expanding the company both 

organically and through targeted acquisitions. This led to the acquisition in 2007 of Hofmann & Voges GmbH. 

27 Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & Co. Produktionsgesellschaft ("Tele München") took over control of Odeon within the meaning of 

Section 35 Para. 1 German Securities Acquisition and Takeover Act (hereinafter "WpÜG")  in conjunction with Section 29 Para. 2 WpÜG on 

8 August 2011 by subscribing and taking over 3,912,009 shares in Odeon. By 21 November 2011, the shares had been increased to approx. 

43.3% (5,128,493 voting rights). In December 2016 Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & Co. Produktionsgesellschaft made a mandatory offer to 

Odeon's outside shareholders, in which it offered them to acquire the no-par value bearer shares in Odeon they held at a price of EUR 0.80. 

The mandatory offer was made by way of a cash offer. On 17 January 2017, Tele Munich acquired all of the shares in [GFP], which means that 

Tele Munich then had around 85.23% of the shares in Odeon. According to this, around 8.46% of the shares were in free float, around 5.59% 

were owned by Mr Mischa Hofmann, and around 0.72% were owned by Odeon.  

28 LEONINE was founded with the articles of association on 5 February 2019 and entry in the commercial register of the Munich Local 

Court on 12 February 2019. LEONINE's sole shareholder was Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltung GmbH. Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwal-

tung GmbH was merged with LEONINE Holding on 5 July 2020 based on the merger agreement of 17 June 2020 and its entry in the 

commercial register of LEONINE Holding GmbH (hereinafter "LEONINE Holding"), so that LEONINE's sole shareholder is LEONINE 

Holding. 

29 LEONINE Holding is the parent company of the Munich-based LEONINE Studios Group. Further information on the LEONINE Studios 

Group can be found in the following section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. 

30 With a notarized company share purchase and transfer agreement dated 18 February 2019 (hereinafter referred to as "SPA"), LEONINE 

(then still operating under the name Blitz 19-355 AG) acquired all limited partner shares in Tele Munich as well as all shares in Tele Munich 

Fernseh Verwaltungs GmbH (hereinafter " Tele Verwaltung "), Tele Munich's sole general partner at the time. SPA was completed at the end 

of 30 April 2019. As at 1 May 2019, Tele München's sole general partner is Show Jupiter Verwaltungs GmbH (hereinafter: "Show 

Verwaltung"). 

31 Due to the merger agreement of 16 June 2020 and its entry in LEONINE's commercial register on 26 June 2020, Show Verwaltung was 

merged with LEONINE. As a result, the sole general partner (Show Verwaltung) was merged with Tele Munich's sole limited partner 

(LEONINE), so that Tele Munich was merged with LEONINE by way of consolidation on merger on 26 June 2020. As a result of the growth, 

LEONINE held 10,094,030 shares in Odeon since 26 June 2020, around 85.22% of the shares. 

32 With the share purchase and transfer agreement dated 1 February 2021, LEONINE acquired 661,765 shares in Odeon from a member of 

Odeon's Board of Directors, Mr Mischa Hofmann, which were transferred accordingly to LEONINE, so that it now holds around 90.82% of 

the shares in Odeon. The purchase price per share in Odeon was EUR 1.10, the total purchase price for the 661,765 shares in Odeon thus 

totalling EUR 727,941.50. If Odeon's minority shareholders determine ("Expedited Shareholder Action") that compensation per Odeon share 

is appropriate in an expedited shareholder action under the German Law on Expedited Shareholder Actions [SpruchG] that exceeds EUR 1.10 

per Odeon share, the purchase price to be paid by LEONINE to Mr Hofmann is increased for each of the 661,765 Odeon shares acquired by 

him by the amount that the total appropriate compensation per Odeon share exceeds EUR 1.10 according to the final decision on appropriate 

shareholder compensation (hereinafter: "purchase price increase"). The purchase price increase is due for payment by the LEONINE to Mr 

Hofmann within one month of the final completion of the expedited shareholder action. 

3. Legal form, registered office, financial year and corporate purpose 
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33 Odeon is a public limited company under German law with registered office in Munich. It is entered in the commercial register of the 

Munich Local Court under HRB 188612. The financial year is the calendar year. 

34 The Odeon company's corporate purpose according to its articles of association include the organization, production and processing of 

programmes on image and sound carriers as well as their reproduction and distribution, the acquisition and allocation of film rights, the 

development, marketing and organization of any media, in particular digital media and media services as well as related services, the use of the 

Internet for sales and other activities, the acquisition and administration of investments in other companies and the exercise of group 

management functions as well as all transactions and measures that serve the company's corporate purpose. 

4. Capital, shareholders and stock exchange trading 

a) Share capital  

35 Odeon's share capital is EUR 11,842770.00 and is divided into 11,842,770 no-par value bearer shares (hereinafter: each share 

individually an "Odeon share" and together the "Odeon shares").  

36 The Odeon shares are fully paid up. 

37 Each Odeon share grants one vote. There are no restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares (apart from the applicable statutory 

provisions) and there are no Odeon shares with special rights. 

b) Authorized Capital 

38 In accordance with Section 4 Item 5 of Odeon's articles of association, Odeon's Board of Directors is authorized to increase Odeon's share 

capital by the end of 4 July 2021 with the Supervisory Board's approval by issuing new no-par value bearer shares against cash and / or 

contributions in kind by up to a total of EUR 5,921,385.00 (Authorized Capital 2016/I). In principle, the new shares are to be offered to 

shareholders for subscription; the statutory subscription right may also be granted in such a way that the new shares can also be acquired by 

banks or a company acting in accordance with Section 53 Para. 1 Sentence 1 or Section 53b Para. 1 Sentence 1 or Para. 7 of the German 

Banking Act [KWG] with the obligation to offer them to Odeon's shareholders for purchase. However, Odeon's Board of Directors is 

authorized, with the approval of Odeon's Supervisory Board, to exclude Odeon shareholders' subscription rights in certain cases. Odeon's 

Board of Directors has not yet made use of these authorizations. 

c) Conditional Capital 

39 According to Section 4 Item 6 of Odeon's articles of association, Odeon's share capital is conditionally increased by up to EUR 

4,700,000.00, divided into up to 4,700,000 no-par value bearer shares. The conditional capital increase serves to grant no-par value bearer 

shares when exercising conversion rights or when fulfilling conversion obligations to the holders of convertible bonds, which the company's 

general meeting of 9 June 2015 has authorized Odeon's Board of Directors to issue. The conditional capital increase will only be carried out to 

the extent that the holders of convertible bonds make use of their conversion rights or their conversion obligation is fulfilled and the company 

does not receive the subscription rights in cash or with own shares. Odeon's Board of Directors is authorized, with the approval of Odeon's 

Supervisory Board, to stipulate the further details of the implementation of the conditional capital increase. The start of the dividend 

entitlement can also be set at the start of a financial year that has already ended, if no resolution on the appropriation of profits has yet been 

adopted for this financial year. 
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40 Odeon's Board of Directors has not made any use of this authorization and not issued any convertible bonds. The authorization has 

expired at the end of 8 June 2020. 

d) Shareholders 

41 Odeon's share capital is divided into 11.842.770 no-par value bearer shares. LEONINE holds around 90.82 % of Odeon's share capital. 

42 Odeon currently holds own shares of around  0.72 % of the share capital. 

43 To the knowledge of the undersigned, the remaining around  8.46 % of Odeon's share capital are held in widely held stock. 

e) Stock exchange trading 

44 Odeon shares are admitted to trading on the regulated market (General Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under ISIN 

DE0006853005 and WKN 685300. In addition, Odeon shares are traded over the counter on the Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Hanover, 

Munich and Stuttgart stock exchanges. 

5. Executive bodies and representation  

a) Board of Directors 

45 Odeon's Board of Directors consists of one or several persons in accordance with Section 5 of Odeon's articles of association . The 

number of the members of the Board of Directors is determined by Odeon's Supervisory Board.  

46 Odeon's Board of Directors currently consists of one person, namely Mr Mischa Hoffmann. 

47 Pursuant to Section 6 Item 1 of the articles of association, Odeon is legally represented by two members of the Board of Directors or by 

one Board of Directors member in association with an authorized signatory. If there is only one Board of Directors member, they shall 

represent the company acting alone. 

b) Supervisory Board 

48 Odeon's Supervisory Board consists of three members in accordance with Section 7 Item 1. of Odeon's articles of association . Odeon's 

Supervisory Board currently consist of the following persons: 

- Herbert Schroder (Chairman); 

- Dr Markus Frerker (Deputy Chairman); and 

- Stephan Katzmann. 
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6. Business activity and participations 

a) Odeon's individual divisions  

aa) Fiction production division 

49 Odeon Fiction GmbH mainly produces fictional television programmes by way of commissioned production. The Odeon Film Group has 

positioned itself very well in the market with its continuous focus on high-quality premium TV productions. In commissioned productions, the 

focus is currently on the production of crime series and family entertainment series. The Odeon Film Group's main clients are the major public 

and private television stations and streaming services. Odeon Fiction GmbH also produces co-production and in-house productions, both for 

the national and international market. 

bb) Non-Fiction productions division  

50 Odeon Entertainment GmbH and Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH produce non-fiction formats such as shows and factual 

entertainment formats in the form of commissioned productions. The clients are mainly German and Austrian broadcasters. 

b) Odeon's participations  

aa) Ownership structure 

51 Odeon holds all shares in the following companies:  

- Odeon Fiction GmbH with company domicile in Munich and 

- Odeon Entertainment GmbH with company domicile in Munich.  

52 Odeon Entertainment GmbH for its part holds all shares in 

- Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH with company domicile in Vienna. 

53 In addition to the above-mentioned participations, Odeon holds no further participations.  

bb) Intercompany agreements 

54 Odeon is not a party to intercompany agreements. There are also no other contractual relationships between Odeon and affiliated 

companies that have a material impact on the business activities or the financial position and results of operations of Odeon or the respective 

subsidiary.  

55 There are contracts between Odeon and its subsidiaries and their subsidiaries on the passing on of management levies, according to which 

all of Odeon Film AG's expenses are invoiced source-based to the subsidiaries. 
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56 Odeon has issued a letter of comfort limited to 31 December 2021 for Odeon Entertainment GmbH, Munich. In addition, Odeon has 

issued an unlimited letter of comfort to Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH, Vienna. In addition, Odeon has not assumed any guarantees 

or warranties or issued letters of comfort.  

57 Finally, there are no significant economic risks apparent in Odeon's subsidiaries which, if realized, could influence Odeon's value. 

cc)  Field of activity and sales volume of the significant participations 

58 Odeon Fiction GmbH mainly produces fictional television programmes by way of commissioned production. With its continuous focus 

on high quality premium TV productions, it has positioned itself very well in the market. In the case of commissioned productions, the focus is 

currently on the production of crime series and family entertainment series. The Odeon Film Group's main clients are the large public and 

private television broadcasters as well as streaming services. In addition, Odeon Fiction GmbH makes co-productions and in-house 

productions. 

59 Odeon Fiction GmbH's share of the Group's sales corresponded to 86.4% in the 2020 financial year. In the 2019 financial year the share 

was 83.9 %.  

60 Odeon Entertainment GmbH produces Non-Fiction formats such as shows and Factual Entertainment formats in the form of 

commissioned productions for the German market. 

61 Odeon Fiction GmbH's share of the Group's sales corresponded to 11.5 % in the 2020 financial year. In the 2019 financial year the share 

was 11.1 %. 

62 Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH produces Non-Fiction formats such as shows and Factual Entertainment formats in the form of 

commissioned productions for the Austrian market. 

63 Odeon Fiction GmbH's share of the Group's sales corresponded to 2.1 % in the 2020 financial year. In the 2019 financial year the share 

was  5.0 %. 

c) Market and competitive environment 

64 In Germany around 900 companies unite in the classic production market, of which around two thirds are TV producers and one third are 

film producers. In addition, there are 1,300 companies that are distributed among advertising, image and industrial film producers. In 

accordance with the last study published in 2018, the total turnover before promotion of the production industry was over 5 billion euros. The 

most important partners of the German film and TV production companies are the regional broadcasting corporations and public TV 

broadcasters as well as the private broadcasters of the RTL Group and the ProSiebenSat.1 Group. Recently, the proportion of private 

broadcasters has increased and their role as clients has become more important. In both cinema and TV productions in German, only a small 

part of the sales are achieved with the utilization of programmes abroad.  

65 However, new clients are currently changing the market. Above all the providers on the VoD market. The VoD market is growing in all 

dimensions: sales, subscriber numbers, reach, time shares of daily use. Last year, the European turnover of subscription-based and 

transactional VoD platforms was EUR 11.6 billion. The total number of subscribers in Germany was already 33 million. In the 14 to 29 age 

group, VoD usage is now well ahead of linear TV usage. A similar development can also be seen in the 30 to 49 year olds. The main drivers of 
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growth are the SVoD providers, in particular Netflix, Amazon Prime and Sky, as well as - albeit to a lesser extent - the media libraries and 

non-linear offers of the German TV stations. For SVoD providers, audience reach (unlike ad-financed free TV) plays a less important role than 

the question of how subscribers can be won and retained. Therefore, German series are very interesting for binding German-speaking customer 

groups. The EU's specification of a 30% quota for national programme content improves future prospects for the producer market. This is 

especially true for medium-sized and large production companies that have a positive track record for high-quality fiction. 

66 The German gross advertising market rose by approx. 5% in 2020 and amounted to EUR 34.3 billion, with the proportion of television 

advertising increasing slightly to EUR 16.0 billion. 

67 In addition, it was found that television consumption has not yet been significantly affected by the expanded use of new media. Rather, 

the daily viewing time in Germany increased from an average of 211 minutes in 2019 to 220 minutes in 2020. We do not see a trend here, 

rather we see a connection with the ongoing pandemic. Nevertheless, television seems to remain the leading medium for the foreseeable future. 

As a result, the Odeon Film Group can rely on a stable environment in the TV division. 

7. Odeon's business development and results situation  

68 The following financial information is taken from the Odeon's audited consolidated financial statements for the financial years ending 31 

December 2018, 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2020, in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) of the 

International Accounting Standard applicable on the balance sheet date Board (IASB) as they are to be applied in the EU and have been drawn 

up taking into account the interpretations of the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC), and the supplementary in 

accordance with Section 315e Para. 1 of the German Commercial Code ("HGB") applicable commercial regulations. Unless otherwise stated, 

all values are rounded. 
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a) Key data for the 2018 to 2020 financial years  

Gesamtergebnisr

echnung

1.1.       –  

31.12.2020

1.1.       –  

31.12.2019

1.1.       –  

31.12.2018

Umsatzerlöse Mio. € 51,5 39,1 38,3

Gesamtleistung Mio. € 57,1 49,3 41,3

Betriebsergebnis 

EBITDA 1)
Mio. € -1,7 2,7 4,7

Betriebsergebnis 

EBIT 2)
Mio. € -4,2 0,9 1,5

Ergebnis vor 

Steuern
Mio. € -4,3 0,5 1,2

Finanzergebnis Mio. € -0,1 -0,3 -0,3

Periodenergebnis Mio. € -3,1 -2,2 1,4

Bilanz 31.12.2020 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Bilanzsumme Mio. € 35,3 41,0 31,5

Eigenkapitalquote % 25,6 29,7 46

Flüssige Mittel am 

Ende der 
Mio. € 1,2 1,5 1,9

Aktie 31.12.2020 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Ergebnis je Aktie € -0,26 -0,19 0,12

Aktien-

Schlusskurs 

(Frankfurt Parkett)

€ 0,85 1,14 0,8

Anzahl 

ausgegebene 

Aktien

Stück 11.842.770 11.842.770 11.842.770

Marktkapitalisieru

ng
Mio. € 10,1 13,5 9,5

Mitarbeiter 31.12.2020 31.12.2019 31.12.2018

Durchschnittliche 

Anzahl der 
300 273 261

1) Ergebnis vor Finanzergebnis, Abschreibungen, Firmenwertabschreibung und Steuern

2) Ergebnis vor Finanzergebnis und Steuern  

b) Business development and results situation in the 2020 financial year 

69 The production volume in the Odeon Film Group has increased slightly compared to the previous year despite the Corona crisis. Both the 

increased sales and the increased total output result mainly from the realization of the in-house production "Spy City", which was filmed in the 

previous year and which was completed in the year under review. In addition to the damage suffered from numerous Corona-related 

postponements of production, the development stocks also had to be critically examined and written down due to the changed market situation. 

Precisely for these two reasons, the result was a clearly negative EBIT of EUR -4.2 million (previous year: EUR 0.9 million). Deferred tax 

income had the opposite effect, which nonetheless led to a clearly negative result for the period of EUR -3.1 million and thus to a further 

decrease in the equity ratio from 29.7% to 25.6% compared to the previous year. 
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c) Forecast for the 2021 financial year and outlook 

70 Odeon forecasts the following developments for Odeon's continued activities: 

71 The current very high level of uncertainty regarding the global spread and the consequences of the coronavirus makes it difficult to 

forecast the business development of the Odeon Film Group for 2021. In the overall view for 2021, based on the latest developments, Odeon 

assumes that in the area of film production a negative effect with regard to filming to be carried out due to the spread of the coronavirus and 

the necessary containment measures will continue to be observed. Odeon assumes that the situation will slowly normalize by the end of the 

first half of the year at the latest. In Odeon's opinion, this is crucial as the current industry-specific aid programmes are limited in time. 

Possible further long-term effects on sales as a result of the spread of the coronavirus and the associated volatility of the financial markets 

cannot currently be estimated in the opinion of Odeon and are therefore not included in the outlook. Odeon looks forward to the current 2021 

financial year with cautious optimism. After eliminating pandemic-related postponements from the previous year, Odeon's Board of Directors 

expects a moderate increase in sales revenues for 2021 as well as a moderate increase in overall performance compared to the previous year. 

On this basis, Odeon expects a positive EBIT compared to 2020. On the balance sheet side, Odeon basically assumes an increase in non-

current assets due to the capitalization of produced and not yet finished in-house productions. Odeon's total assets will therefore increase 

slightly. Taking into account the forecast positive EBIT and the increasing total assets, the equity ratio will remain constant. 

8. Employees and co-determination 

a) Employees 

72 The number of employees in the Odeon Group increased on an annual average in the 2020 financial year. As at 31 December 2020, the 

Odeon Group had 463 (58 project-independent) employees compared to 205 (47 project-independent) employees on the previous year's 

reference date. This means an increase of around 125% (23% project-independent), which is mainly due to the high number of shoots at the 

end of the year due to the 2020 pandemic. 449 (53 project-independent) employees of the Odeon Group are employed in Germany and 14 (3 

project-independent) employees in Austria. 

aa) Consequences of the merger for the employees 

73 Upon the entry into force of the merger and the associated transfer of business, all employment relationships that exist at the time of the 

entry into force of the merger (hereinafter "Transfer Date") with Odeon, are transferred with unchanged content to LEONINE in accordance 

with Section 613a of the German Civil Code (hereinafter " BGB ") in conjunction with Section 324 UmwG. LEONINE enters into the period 

of employment that has been or recognized by or spent at Odeon until the transfer date by operation of law, so that this is not interrupted but 

continued at LEONINE. 

74 Odeon has no company pension commitments (including obligations from ongoing benefits to retirees and vested benefits from previous 

employees). 

75 Neither LEONINE nor the Odeon have any employer / works council agreements, general employer / works council agreements or group 

works  council / employer agreements. 

76 Both LEONINE and Odeon are currently not members of an employers' association and are not bound by collective agreements. There 

are also no collective agreements that have been declared generally binding in relation to the operations of one of these companies. 
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77 A termination of the employment relationships that are transferred when the merger takes effect because of the transfer of business 

caused by the merger by the respective employer is ineffective (Section 613a Para. 4 Sentence 1 BGB). The right to terminate for any other 

reason remains in accordance with Section 613a Para. 4 sentence 2 BGB unaffected. 

78 Odeon's employees are notified separately in accordance with Section 613a Para. 5 BGB. According to the court rulings of Federal 

Labour Court, employees do not have a right of objection according to Section 613a Para. 6 BGB, because the Odeon expires by way of the 

merger. However, according to the court rulings of the Federal Labour Court, employees have an extraordinary right of termination, for which 

cause is not required, from the time of the entry into force of the merger. 

79 The employment relationships of LEONINE's employees remain unaffected by the merger, unless otherwise explained above. 

80 In connection with the merger, no organizational changes are planned beyond the measures outlined in Section B.I.8.a)bb) and Section H. 

of this report. 

bb) Further consequences for the employees 

81 After the merger, the Odeon's existing operation shall retain its identity (hereinafter referred to as "Odeon Business Unit"). Following the 

entry into force of the merger, LEONINE intends to include the assets and legal relationships associated with the Odeon Business Unit 

(including, in particular, the Odeon’s subsidiaries), in each case in its entirety with the continuation of LEONINE to Odeon Holding GmbH 

i.G., Munich, (hereinafter: "Odeon Holding GmbH") a sister company of LEONINE, also a 100% subsidiary of LEONINE Holding GmbH, 

Munich, in accordance with Section 123 Para. 1 UwG (spin-off by way of absorption), in this case of the spin-off, the following applies for the 

employees: 

82 Upon the entry into force of the spin-off and the related transfer of business, all employment relationships attributable to the Odeon 

Business Unit, which exist at the time of the entry into force of the spin-off ("spin-off date") with LEONINE, shall be transferred substantively 

unchanged to Odeon Holding GmbH in accordance with Section 613a of the German Civil Code (BGB) in conjunction with Section 324 

UmwG. Odeon Holding GmbH shall enter into the period of employment with the company or recognized by or spent at LEONINE until the 

end of the spin-off by virtue of law, so that this is not interrupted, but continued at Odeon Holding GmbH. This does not apply for employees 

who object to the transfer of their employment relationship, as well as to employees who left before the spin-off date. 

83 No organizational changes are planned in connection with the spin-off, in particular no business closures, company mergers, personnel 

rationalizations or transfers. 

84 In the case of the Odeon Business Unit, there are no company pension commitments (including obligations from current benefits to 

pensioners and vested rights to former employees). 

85 Both LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH do not have any employer / works council agreements, general employer / works council 

agreements or group employer / works council agreements. 

86 Both LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH are not currently members of an employers' association and are not bound by collective 

agreements. There are also no collective agreements which have been declared universally binding in relation to the establishments of these 

companies.  
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87 A termination of the transfer of employment upon the entry into force of the spin-off due to the transfer of employment caused by the 

spin-off by the respective employer is invalid (Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 1 BGB). The right to terminate the Agreement for other reasons 

remains unaffected in accordance with Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 2 BGB. The employees' termination status deteriorates due to the spin-off 

in accordance with Section 323 Para. 1 UmwG for a period of two years from the spin-off date. 

88 LEONINE’s employees assigned to the Odeon Business Unit are listed in accordance with Section 324 UmwG in conjunction with 

Section 613a Para. 5 of the German Civil Code [BGB]. The employees have the right to object in writing to the transfer of their employment 

relationship to Odeon Holding GmbH within one month after receipt of the notification letter.  

89 LEONINE is liable in addition to Odeon Holding GmbH as joint and several debtors from the spin-off date for all claims arising from the 

transferred employment relationship, even those that arose prior to this date. However, insofar as LEONINE is not assigned these liabilities, 

the latter is only liable for these liabilities if they are due before the expiry of five years after that date and claims therefrom are made either in 

Section 197 Para. 1 No. 3 to 5 of the German Civil Code, or a judicial or official enforcement action is carried out or applied for; in the case of 

obligations under public-law, the issue of an administrative act is sufficient. For pension liabilities based on the German Company Pensions 

Act [Betriebsrentengesetz] before the spin-off date, the deadline shall be ten years. In other respects, Section 133 UmwG shall apply. Odeon 

Holding GmbH, on the other hand, is liable for all claims arising from the employment relationships transferred to it, even beyond the 

aforementioned periods. 

90 Unless otherwise explained above, the employment relationships of LEONINE’s employees remain unaffected by the spin-off. 

b) Co-determination 

91 LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH have no works councils, Group works councils, executive employee committees or representatives 

of severely disabled persons. 

9. Odeon's significant legal relationships with parent companies of LEONINE's Group 

92 Odeon has rented its business premises in LEONINE's Holding GmbH. For this purpose, a lease agreement was concluded.  

93 Odeon purchases IT equipment and IT services from LEONINE's Holding GmbH, which in turn has commissioned an external IT 

company. For this purpose, an IT service and shared use agreement was concluded.  

94 There are distribution agreements dated 30 November / 4 December 2012 between LEONINE and Odeon Fiction GmbH as H&V 

Entertainment GmbH's legal successor, Monaco Film GmbH, Novafilm Fernsehproduktion GmbH, Nostro Film GmbH and Odeon Pictures 

GmbH, according to which Odeon Fiction GmbH exclusively grants LEONINE extensive usage and exploitation rights to specified 

productions. The term of the contracts is 10 years from the signing of the agreement.  

95 There are commissioned production contracts between Odeon Entertainment GmbH and LEONINE with regard to the production of the 

productions "Hartz Rot Gold", "Teeniemütter – Wenn Kinder Kinder kriegen Staffel 1", "Armes Deutschland Staffel 2", "Teeniemütter – 

Wenn Kinder Kinder kriegen Staffel 2", "Armes Deutschland Staffel 3". 
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II. LEONINE 

1. Overview 

96 LEONINE owns a market-leading licence library and can make tailored offers to OTT platforms (SVOD licences), Pay TV partners and 

public and private TV broadcasters. In addition, it is active in the divisions "co-production" and "world sales". The purchase of high-quality 

licences takes place outside the group (especially from US independent studios such as Lionsgate), via "co-productions" and via purchasing 

from within the group at W&B Film and Odeon-produced films.  

97 LEONINE is part of the LEONINE Studios Group (hereinafter "LEONINE Group"), whose  parent company is LEONINE Holding 

GmbH (which is LEONINE's sole shareholder).  

98 The LEONINE Group's film licence trade is bundled in LEONINE. The portfolio includes feature films, television films, TV series, 

cartoons and documentary programmes. The company licences exploitation rights (SVoD, PayTV, Free TV) to feature films and TV 

programmes worldwide and has a licence library of several thousand titles from top international films and series and thus one of the largest all 

rights libraries in German-speaking Europe. The German-language licence library's top titles include among other things blockbusters such as 

"Knives Out", the "Iron Man" franchise, the "Divergent" series, part 2 and 3 of the "John Wick" franchise as well as the "Twilight" series. In 

addition, however, LEONINE also holds international rights to a number of current series productions such as "Professionals" starring Tom 

Welling, Elena Anaya and Brendan Frasier as well as "Surrealestate", a brand new mystery series for US broadcaster SyFy and Bell Media in 

Canada. The purchase of high-quality licences takes place outside the group (including from US independent studios such as Lionsgate or 

STX), via co-productions and via internal purchasing at Wiedemann & Berg Film, W&B Television and Odeon Fiction based on regularly 

checked investment criteria. 

99 LEONINE is also building up another pillar in international licence trading with the sale of format rights to the successful prime time 

shows  produced by I & U TV "Klein Gegen Groß" and "Denn Sie Wissen Nicht Was Passiert!". The utilization takes place either via the 

Group's own distribution channels or via the sale to the relevant market participants (public and private TV channels such as ARD, ZDF as 

well as channels from ProSieben Sat.1 and RTL groups and VoD or streaming providers such as Amazon Prime Video, Netflix, Google , Sky 

and, since 2020, Disney+) mainly in German-speaking Europe. In addition to the classic licence trading business, world sales and the co-

production business are also located here.  

100 LEONINE holds a minority participation in the Munich Free TV broadcaster RTLZWEI. The broadcaster shows life in all its facets with 

its channel and is the German-speaking reality broadcaster No. 1 with documentaries, reports and documentary soaps. RTLZWEI's strategic 

focus is on in-house productions that create a high level of relevance for the audience. The channel's own marketer EL CARTEL MEDIA 

creates attractive offers for modern and efficient brand communication for advertising customers. With the distribution of its own programmes 

digitally, especially on the "TV Now" platform, RTLZWEI is also participating in the rapidly growing VOD market. 

101 In addition to the LEONINE Group's own, rapidly growing, digital activities, LEONINE has minority participations in Load Studios 

GmbH and Storied Media Group LLC, which are also active in the digital division. Load Studios specializes in the production and distribution 

of innovative content for social and mobile platforms and brands. The Storied Media Group is a US agency-independent company for the 

bundling, development and sale of copyright for non-fictional content as well as the production of its own content based on this.  

102 LEONINE has its company domicile in Munich.  
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103 In the short financial year 2019, LEONINE (formerly Show Jupiter Beteiligungs AG) reported sales in the amount of EUR 2.6 million 

and earnings after taxes in the amount of EUR -8.3 million, which was entirely attributable to the sole shareholder LEONINE Holding GmbH 

(formerly Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltungs GmbH) and LEONINE Holding GmbH offset the loss. Due to the restructuring measures 

under company law, the result of the 2019 short financial year is not comparable with the result of the 2020 financial year. 

104 In the 2020 financial year, LEONINE reported sales in the amount of EUR 94.0 million and earnings after taxes in the amount of EUR -

19.7 million, which was entirely attributable to the sole shareholder LEONINE Holding GmbH. (on the profit transfer agreement, cf. margin 

no. 135). 

105 23 employees were employed at LEONINE on 31 December 2020. 

2. Company history 

a) Foundation 

106 LEONINE was founded as a public limited company under company name Blitz 19-355 AG by Blitz 19-352 GmbH (later renamed Show 

Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltung GmbH) in the year 2019.  

107 On 26 February 2019, LEONINE was renamed Show Jupiter Beteiligungs AG and LEONINE Licensing AG on 7 February 2020.  

108 LEONINE's sole shareholder was Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltung GmbH. Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltung GmbH was 

merged into LEONINE Holding based on the merger agreement of 17 June 2020 and with its entry in LEONINE Holding's commercial 

register on 5 July 2020, so that LEONINE's sole shareholder is LEONINE Holding. 

b) LEONINE Group 

109 LEONINE is part of the LEONINE Group. 

110 The LEONINE Group is an independent German media company that emerged from the merger of Tele München Group, Universum 

Film GmbH, i&u Information und Unterhaltung TV & Co. KG and Wiedemann & Berg Film & Co. KG on 30 April 2019 and 31 May 2019, 

respectively. The acquisition of W&B TV & Co. KG, which mainly develops TV formats for OTT platforms, so-called "streamers" (e.g. 

Netflix, Amazon), was completed on 7 January 2020. With effect from 1 January 2021, the acquisition of SEO Entertainment, GmbHwhich 

produces high-quality entertainment productions and rounds off the LEONINE product range, was completed. 

111 As part of the regular review of the investment portfolio, the free TV broadcaster Tele 5 was no longer classified as a core strategic 

component of the LEONINE Group. With effect from 31 August 2020, all shares in TM-TV GmbH were sold. In the course of 2020, the 

LEONINE Group strengthened its competitive position as an integrated production, distribution and licence trading group with the help of 

these portfolio measures. With the three divisions  

- LEONINE Production,  

- LEONINE Distribution and  
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- LEONINE Licensing  

the group covers the entire value chain of the film and television business. The LEONINE Group develops, produces, distributes and licences 

content domestically and internationally. As an independent group, the LEONINE Group delivers premium content to all customers. The 

organizational structure and control of the LEONINE Group are geared towards extensive interdependencies with corresponding synergies 

between the acquired companies. The group is mainly active in Germany. The headquarters of the group holding company is Munich. In the 

aftermath of the constitutive corporate transactions, the structures taken over were comprehensively optimized and transparently reorganized 

in the 2020 financial year. This was done through internal consolidations and mergers. 

112 The LEONINE Group's film licence trading is bundled in LEONINE; for further information on this, please see margin no. no. 98 et 

seqq. 

113 The distribution business of the LEONINE Group is bundled in the LEONINE Distribution GmbH. LEONINE Distribution GmbH has a 

comprehensive film catalogue, takes over the utilization of the licences for the sales channels "cinema" and "home entertainment" and is one of 

the leading companies in these areas in the German market. In the cinema business, the company has been bringing successful titles to home 

screens as a first-class mix of Hollywood productions, arthouse cinema and German feature films for 40 years. Home entertainment includes 

both the continuously growing transactional digital business (TVoD, EST and Digital Audio) and the physical business with DVD, Blu-ray and 

Audio CD, which is handled by both stationary and internet-based partners. Distribution takes place both physically and digitally. 

FILMTASTIC is an SVoD platform that is one of the most used channels on Amazon Prime and is distributed by other well-known 

distribution partners such as Deutsche Telekom. In addition, with HOME OF HORROR and ARTHOUSE CNMA, two further topic channels 

are offered, which are distributed via various OTT platforms.   

114 The LEONINE Group's production area is divided into the companies i&u TV Produktion GmbH, SEO Entertainment GmbH, 

Wiedemann & Berg Film GmbH, W&B Television GmbH and the Odeon Group. 

- i&u TV Produktion GmbH stands for information and entertainment; it produces award-winning formats not only for the largest 

TV stations in Germany, but also for digital platforms. These include information formats such as "Stern TV" as well as major 

prime time shows such as "Klein gegen Groß" on ARD and "Denn sie wissen nicht was passiert". 

- SEO Entertainment GmbH produces entertainment formats for private and public broadcasters / platforms. 

- Wiedemann & Berg Film GmbH is a German production company for films. These films include among other things "Das Le-

ben der Anderen", "Who am I – Kein System ist sicher" and "Willkommen bei den Hartmanns".  

- Besides classic programmes for free TV, Wiedemann & Berg Television GmbH also produces Video on Demand and Pay-TV. 

These series include among other things "4 Blocks", "Dark", "Der Pass" and "Tribes of Europa". 

- The Odeon Group is described in margin no. 11 et seqq. 

3. Legal form, registered office, financial year and corporate purpose 

115 LEONINE is a public limited company under German law based in Munich. It is entered in the commercial register of the Munich Local 

Court under HRB 246725. The financial year is the calendar year. 
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116 LEONINE's corporate purpose according to its articles of association is to acquire, hold, sell and manage rights and participations at 

home and abroad in companies that operate in the audiovisual division primarily in Germany, and to acquire other assets in connection 

therewith, to hold, sell and manage and to conduct all related business, provided that no official permit is required for this. Furthermore, 

LEONINE's corporate purpose is to participate in the management of subsidiaries and affiliated companies and to provide administrative, 

advisory and other services not requiring a licence to subsidiaries or affiliated companies. According to its articles of association, LEONINE is 

entitled to take all actions that are directly or indirectly conducive to achieving the company's purpose. 

4. Share capital and shareholders  

a) Share capital 

117 LEONINE's share capital is EUR 50,000.00 and is divided into 50.000 no-par value registered shares (hereinafter: each share individually 

one "LEONINE share" and together the "LEONINE shares"). 

118 The LEONINE shares are fully paid-in. 

119 Each LEONINE share grants one vote. There are no restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares and there are no LEONINE 

shares with special rights (apart from the applicable legal provisions). 

b) Shareholders 

120 LEONINE Holding, entered in the commercial register of the Munich Local Court under HRB 246195, holds all 50.000 no-par value 

registered shares of LEONINE's share capital. 

5. Executive bodies and representation 

a) Board of Directors 

121 LEONINE's Board of Directors in accordance with Section 5 of LEONINE's articles of association consists of one person or several 

persons. The number of members of the Board of Directors is determined by the Supervisory Board  

122 Odeon's Board of Directors currently consists of the following persons: 

- Fred Kogel, 

- Dr. Markus Frerker and 

- Stephan Katzmann. 

123 Pursuant to Section 6 Item 1 of the articles of association LEONINE shall be legally represented by two members of the Board of 

Directors acting jointly or by one member of the Board of Directors acting jointly with the holder of a special statutory power [Prokurist]. If 

only one member of the Board of Directors is available they shall represent the company acting alone. 
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b) Supervisory Board 

124 Pursuant to Section 8 Item 1. of LEONINE's articles of association, LEONINE's Supervisory Board consists of three members. 

LEONINE's Supervisory Board currently consists of the following persons: 

- Sören Riebeling (Chairman), 

- Philipp Freise (Deputy Chairman), 

- Philipp Schälli. 

6. Business activity and participations 

a) LEONINE's licence business  

LEONINE's licence business includes feature films, television films, TV series, cartoons and documentary pro-

grammes. The company licences exploitation rights (SVoD, PayTV, Free TV) to feature films and TV pro-

grammes worldwide. The utilization takes place either via the group's own distribution channels or via sales to 

the relevant market participants, predominantly in German-speaking Europe. In addition to the classic licence 

trading business, world sales and the co-production business are also located here.  

b) LEONINE's participations 

aa) Ownership structure 

125 LEONINE's subsidiaries in Germany are: 

- Odeon with company domicile in Munich with a LEONINE's participation of around 90.82 % and 

-  CONCORDE Home Entertainment GmbH with company domicile in Munich with LEONINE's participation of 100 %. A dom-

ination and profit transfer agreement has been concluded between LEONINE and CONCORDE Home Entertainment GmbH. 

126 Odeon for its part holds all shares in the following companies (cf. already margin no. 51):  

- Odeon Fiction GmbH with company domicile in Munich,  

- Odeon Entertainment GmbH with company domicile in Munich and 

127 Odeon Entertainment GmbH for its part holds all shares in  

- Odeon Entertainment Productions GmbH with company domicile in Vienna. 
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128 LEONINE holds participations in the following subsidiary abroad: 

- Clasart Films Inc. with company domicile in New York, USA, with LEONINE's participation of 100 %. 

129 Clasart Films Inc. for its part hold all shares in  

- Storied Media Group, LLC with company domicile in Delaware, USA, with Clasart Films Inc.'s participation of around  30 %. 

130 In addition, LEONINE holds a participation in the following companies: 

- Load Studios GmbH with company domicile in Berlin with LEONINE's participation of around 42.85 %, 

- GWFF Gesellschaft zur Wahrnehmung von Film- and Fernsehrechten mbH with company domicile in Munich with LEONINE's 

participation of around  9 %, 

- Tele München Fernseh Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung with company domicile in Munich with LEONINE's participation 

von 50 %, 

- Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & Co. Medienbeteiligung KG with company domicile in Munich with LEONINE's participation 

von 49.5 %, 

131 Tele München Fernseh Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung for its part holds a participation of around 1 % in Tele München Fernseh-

GmbH & Co. Medienbeteiligung KG. 

132 Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & Co. Medienbeteiligung KG for its part holds shares int he following companies: 

- RTL 2 Fernsehen GmbH & Co. KG with company domicile in Munich with a participation of Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & 

Co. Medienbeteiligung KG of 31.185 % and 

- RTL 2 Fernsehen Geschäftsführungs GmbH with company domicile in Munich with a participation of Tele München Fernseh-

GmbH & Co. Medienbeteiligung KG of 31.5 % 

133 RTL 2 Fernsehen Geschäftsführungs GmbH for its part holds a participation of around 1 % in RTL 2 Fernsehen GmbH & Co. KG. 

134 Beyond the above-mentioned participations, LEONINE holds no further participations. 

bb) Inter-company agreements 

135 A domination and profit transfer agreement has been concluded between LEONINE and LEONINE Holding GmbH. 
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136 LEONINE is not party to any intercompany agreements – beyond the domination and profit transfer agreements concluded with 

LEONINE Holding GmbH (cf. margin no. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.) and with CONCORDE Home 

Entertainment GmbH (cf. margin no. 125).  

137 There are also no other contractual relationships between LEONINE and affiliated companies that have a material impact on the business 

activities or the financial and earnings position of LEONINE or the respective subsidiary. Furthermore, LEONINE has not assumed any 

guarantees or warranties or issued letters of comfort. After all, there are no significant economic risks in LEONINE's subsidiaries that, if 

realized, could influence LEONINE's value. 

cc)  Field of activity and sales volumes of the significant participations 

138 Concorde Home Entertainment GmbH (100% participation), Odeon (around 90.82% participation) and Tele München Fernseh GmbH & 

Co. Medienbeteiligung KG (49.5% participation) can be classified as major participations of LEONINE.  

139 Concorde Home Entertainment GmbH is active in the sales and distribution of video, image and sound carriers as well as all related 

businesses. The company generated sales in the amount of EUR 5.4 million in the 2020 financial year (previous year: EUR 11.9 million). 

140 Tele München Fernseh-GmbH & Co. Medienbeteiligung KG mainly serves the purpose of indirectly holding LEONINE's participation in 

RTL 2 Fernsehen GmbH & Co. KG. In the 2020 financial year, the company generated sales in the amount of EUR 0.0 million (previous year: 

EUR 0.0 million). The information relevant to the Odeon can be found elsewhere in this report. 

c) Market and competitive environment 

141 Overall economic performance in Germany fell by an annual average of 5.0% compared to 2019, adjusted for price, due to the Corona 

pandemic. An even stronger slump was only recorded during the global financial crisis in 2009, when gross domestic product fell by 5.7%. 

The chronological sequence of the corona pandemic led to a decrease of 2.0% in the first quarter and a decrease of 9.8% in the second quarter. 

In the third quarter, gross domestic product increased by 8.5% as a result of the easing that began in May, only to fall back to a very slight 

increase of 0.1% in the fourth quarter as a result of the second corona wave and the associated closings of production facilities and shops and 

demand restrictions. Since the outbreak of the corona pandemic, the German economy has received almost 80 billion euros in aid. In addition, 

there is the economic stimulus package put together in June 2020. In a European comparison, the German economy turned out to be relatively 

stable due to its high share of industry in value added, which at 24% is almost twice as high as that of France and Great Britain. Only around 

3% of the German gross value added (predominantly hospitality, art, entertainment and leisure divisions) were directly affected by the 

"lockdown light". The overall economic performance of the euro zone contracted by 6.8%. For the current first quarter of 2021, economists 

currently expect a decline in economic output, but not a new massive slump as long as the supply chains are not interrupted. The German 

federal government expects a recovery from the second quarter at the end of January has corrected the growth forecast for 2021 from 

previously +4.4% to only +3% and thus lies close to the current IMF forecast of +3.5%. The dynamic of growth is highly dependent on the 

availability of valid vaccines, the normalization of life and the attitudes of households and businesses to savings and investments. European 

households roughly doubled their savings rate during the pandemic. Assuming the normalization of life from the second quarter in accordance 

with the current economic forecasts, the available industry-specific public aid measures, especially in the field of film production, and the 

increasing and largely non-cyclical media consumption, the LEONINE Group, which mainly operates in Germany, a generally positive picture 

of the general economic environment arises. 

142  The film and media landscape is significantly shaped by the prevailing technology trends. The widespread use of mobile devices and the 

fast mobile data networks are changing media usage rapidly. Mobile media currently accounts for around 30 percent of total media 
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consumption worldwide; in 2011 it was just 5 percent. The mobile Internet continues to grow and at the expense of almost all other media 

types. The rapid spread of Internet use has led to a sharp rise in the average per capita media consumption. Consumers now have access to an 

unrestricted range of content almost everywhere and at all times of the day. In 2020, it is estimated that an average of around 567 minutes of 

media was consumed per day, significantly more than the expected 492 minutes per day – this is around 32 percent more than in 2011. The 

spectrum of media use has expanded in recent years as a result of digitization and usage habits have changed. At the same time, there has been 

a shift towards more video usage. The once fixed connections between content and end devices are increasingly disappearing, so that the class 

boundaries between the media are converging. This applies in particular to television, but also to the use of moving images in general: With 

the spread of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, the variety of transmission channels is increasing. At the same time, a large 

number of new digital offers have developed through global platforms such as YouTube, Netflix, Amazon, Facebook, Apple+, Disney+ on the 

one hand and new local offers such as TV NOW, JOYN or Sky Go on the other. In addition to classic linear television on stationary TV sets, 

this creates new forms of use such as time-shifted television via apps on mobile devices. In addition, television is becoming more and more 

diverse due to the advancing development of entertainment electronics and innovations on the TV set itself. Examples of this are digital 

television in high definition quality (HD / UHD) or video on demand (VoD) on a large TV screen. Broadband Internet access with fast data 

transmission and increasingly powerful mobile devices are driving this development forward. The pandemic has further accelerated the change 

in media use. The TV reach (including media libraries and You Tube channels) for the group of 14 to 29 year olds has decreased from 45% to 

38%, but the pandemic has slowed the decline in TV usage overall, mainly due to the increased need for information. At the same time, the 

daily reach of streaming service providers rose from 51% to 63%. While the advertising income of the TV stations is falling structurally and 

economically, they have to differentiate themselves with the trend towards decreasing programme budgets, especially through their own 

productions compared to the massively investing streamers. The demand and budgets for high quality feature films remain relatively stable. At 

the same time, the year 2020 once again underlined the importance of successful library licensed films, as the stable and in some cases even 

increased market shares of the corresponding broadcasting stations prove. Budgets that were previously earmarked for US series and local 

fiction programmes are increasingly being used for cheaper entertainment programmes and selected blockbusters or lighthouse programmes. 

143 LEONINE is one of the largest licence dealers in Germany. The activity here extends in particular to the purchase, equipment and sale of 

film licence rights for the German-speaking TV, cinema and home entertainment market. When it comes to purchasing licence rights, the 

market is characterized by large national and international film and TV producers, including Hollywood Studios. On the exploitation side, the 

major public and private TV channels as well as the major VoD and streaming providers Amazon Prime, Netflix, Google and Sky shape the 

German-speaking market. TV broadcasters are also increasingly creating their own local on-demand offers with TVNOW and JOYN. Another 

international competitor, Disney+, entered the German market in the year 2020.  

144 As part of the LEONINE Group, the merger makes LEONINE one of the largest independent production, licence trading and distribution 

companies for television, home entertainment and cinema in Germany. In Germany, around 900 companies unite in the classic production 

market, of which around two thirds are TV producers and one third are film producers. In addition, there are 1,300 companies that are 

distributed among advertising, image and industrial film producers. In accordance with the recently published study, the total turnover before 

promotion of the production branch was over 5.2 billion euros. The most important partners of the German film and TV production companies 

are the state broadcasters and public TV stations as well as the private stations of the RTL Group and the ProSiebenSat.1 Group. Recently, the 

proportion of private broadcasters has increased and their role as clients has become more important. International players such as Discovery 

and Disney have expanded their presence in the German market with acquisitions and the launch of new programmes. In both cinema and TV 

productions in German, only a small part of the sales are achieved with the utilization of programmes abroad. However, new clients are 

currently changing the market. Above all the providers on the VoD market. The VoD market is growing in all dimensions: sales, subscriber 

numbers, reach, time shares of daily use. Last year, the European turnover of subscription-based and transactional VoD platforms was EUR 

11.6 billion. The total number of subscribers in Germany was already 33m. In the 14 to 29 age group, VoD usage is now well ahead of linear 

TV usage. The daily viewing time of this target group decreased from 82 to 75 minutes per day while the daily viewing time for all target 

groups even increased from 211 to 220 minutes per day. Due to the pandemic, the main driver for this development is the significant increase 

in the share of news in television usage for all target groups. The main drivers of growth are the SVoD providers, in particular Netflix, 

Amazon Prime and Sky, as well as - albeit to a lesser extent - the media libraries and non-linear offers of the German TV stations. For SVoD 
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providers, audience reach (unlike ad-financed free TV) plays a less important role than the question of how subscribers can be won and 

retained. Therefore, exclusive and original content with which attention can be drawn is very important. In addition to local sports content, 

German series are particularly suitable for this. The EU's stipulation of a 30% quota for national programme content improves future prospects 

for the producer market. This is particularly true for medium-sized and large production companies that have a positive track record for high-

quality fiction. 

145 As part of the LEONINE Group, LEONINE's business model, due to the coverage of the entire value chain, partly competes with classic 

film and TV producers, film licence dealers and other areas at the media industry, such as public and private television broadcasters or 

providers in the VoD market, who are also their customers at the same time. The LEONINE Group positions itself primarily vis-à-vis major 

US customers such as Amazon and Netflix as a "one stop shop" for German and international products and services in a very fragmented 

market. The LEONINE Group achieves economies of scale due to its size and, with its management team and due to its shareholder 

background, can fall back on valuable (sales) contacts at home and abroad. The LEONINE Group is in a very good position in the area of 

production through its companies' focus on high-quality productions for the core divisions "Basic TV" (focus of Odeon Fiction), "High-end 

series" (focus of W&B TV), “cinema" (Wiedemann & Berg Film) and "Entertainment/Non-Fiction" (I&U, Odeon Entertainment and SEO 

Entertainment) and their central coordination and management. These entertainment companies focus on infotainment such as "Stern TV", 

"shiny floor shows" such as "Klein gegen Groß" or "Menschen Bilder Emotionen", Social documentaries such as "Armes Deutschland" or 

"Hartz Rot Gold" and digital formats aimed at the younger target groups such as "YouTopia" or "Echt Fame". Driven by the sustained high 

demand, resource bottlenecks are to be expected for studio capacities and production personnel, which can lead to cost increases in the case of 

top-class talent. The LEONINE Group positions itself as the "Home of Talents" and invests both organically through the further expansion of 

the creative base and inorganically through the connection of new production companies to the LEONINE Group. The three largest German 

competitors are UFA, as part of the Bertelsmann Group, Studio Hamburg, a NDR company, the Bavaria Film Group, including BR and WDR 

as shareholders, and Constantin Film. In the areas of licence trade and distribution, the LEONINE Group has the relevant size and resources. 

With a market-leading library, experienced experts in purchasing, who continuously acquire relevant new programmes in coordination with the 

sales experts, there is currently a strong competitive position. The demand for high-quality programmes or programme packages has remained 

stable even through the pandemic. Production downtimes and delays caused by a pandemic, especially from the USA, as well as a more 

restrictive willingness to sell at the US major studios lead to a shortage of the available supply with a currently unchanged number of relevant 

competitors. The LEONINE Group can partially counteract the shortage of supply by intensifying its own and co-production activities. The 

LEONINE Group focuses its purchases primarily on large cinema films and programmes with an affinity for home entertainment. 

7. Business development and results situation 

a) Key data for 2019 short financial year as well as the 2020 financial year 

146 The following financial information is taken from LEONINE's audited annual financial statements for the short financial year ending on 

31 December 2019 and the financial year ending on 31 December 2020, which are in accordance with the generally accepted German 

principles of proper auditing as at the balance sheet date and have been audited in accordance with Section 317 of the German Commercial 

Code (HGB). Unless otherwise stated, all values are rounded. 
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b) Business development and results situation for the 2020 financial year 

147 Against the background of the corona pandemic and its enormous negative impact on economic developments worldwide, the results of 

LEONINE in the 2020 financial year can be described as satisfactory overall. The budgeted sales targets of LEONINE were largely achieved 

because, on the one hand, there was no significant drop in demand for content and, on the other hand, sales were realized from contracts 

already concluded in the past. Only in the area of world sales did the not yet successful sale of the "Professionals" series lead to a negative 

deviation. The liquidity situation was positively influenced by the postponement of several large film productions, especially in the USA, as 

planned investments in programming assets were postponed accordingly. Furthermore, a long-term syndicated loan was concluded in the 2020 

financial year, under which short-term LEONINE loans were partially repaid and partially turned into a long-term, bullet term loan. The results 

situation can be found in the table above. 

c) Forecast for the 2021 financial year and outlook 

148 For LEONINE's activities, LEONINE forecasts the following developments: 

149 As noted above, it was not possible for LEONINE to purchase the licence programme as planned. This lack of investment reduces the 

monetization potential along the exploitation window from 2021. The extension of the lockdown decided by the federal government will lead 

to later cinema openings with corresponding postponements for LEONINE's products in the subsequent exploitation stages. This situation was 

appropriately reflected in the budget for the 2021 financial year. The main drivers for achieving the budget goals are: 

- Catching up investment backlog: Identification and purchase of licence trading products at attractive prices and safeguards with 

the start of the licence period as short as possible. 

- Realization of innovative (digital) products through our creative talents in the form of commissioned and in-house productions 

with intra-Group exploitation. 

- Optimization of the SVoD-Deals (Pay 1 and Pay 2). 
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- Maintaining cost discipline and comprehensive health protection for our employees. 

- Systematic identification and enhancement of synergy potentials with our sister company Mediawan. 

150 Overall, LEONINE has planned a moderate increase in sales compared to the 2020 financial year, which resulted primarily from the one-

time sale of programming assets to the US broadcasting group Discovery. At the same time, high-margin transactional revenues from VoD 

sales, which were previously realized in LEONINE, but do not represent a classic licence business, will be realized in the LEONINE 

Distribution GmbH in 2021. Since it is planned at the same time to keep staff and other fixed costs as constant as possible, the adj. LEONINE's 

EBITDA decreased by a low double-digit percentage compared to 2020. In accordance with the COVID 19-related lower investments in 2020, 

LEONINE expects a catch-up effect in 2021, so that the cash flow of LEONINE will be significantly lower than in the 2020 financial year 

(which at the same time was positively influenced by in-payments from the sale of the subsidiary  TM-TV GmbH) due to the payments for 

programming assets and a one-off trade tax payment. The forecast development is based on economic expectations, which predict a 

normalization of the macroeconomic situation from April 2021. Should the current above-average volatile framework conditions deteriorate 

beyond the assumptions made, this would negatively affect LEONINE's growth and profitability targets. 

8. Employees and co-determination 

a) Employees 

151 The number of employees at LEONINE increased in the 2020 financial year due to the growth of Tele München. As at 31 December 

2020, LEONINE had 23 employees compared to 0 on the previous year's reference date. This means an increase of 23 employees, which is due 

to the growth mentioned above. All employees of the LEONINE are employed in Germany. 

b) Co-determination 

152 At LEONINE there are no works councils, group-wide works councils, executive employee committees or representatives of severely 

disabled persons. 

9. LEONINE in the LEONINE Group 

a) LEONINE's economic role in the LEONINE Group 

153 With the help of these portfolio measures, the LEONINE Group strengthened its competitive position as an integrated production, 

distribution and licence trading group in the course of 2020. With the three divisions LEONINE Production, LEONINE Distribution and 

LEONINE Licensing, the group covers the entire value chain of the film and television business. The LEONINE Group develops, produces, 

distributes and licences content domestically and internationally. As an independent group, the LEONINE Group delivers premium content to 

all customers. The organizational structure and control of the LEONINE Group are geared towards extensive interdependencies with 

corresponding synergies between the acquired companies. The group is mainly active in Germany. The headquarters of the group holding 

company (LEONINE Holding GmbH, LEONINE's sole shareholder) and the main location is Munich.  Following the constitutive corporate 

transactions, the structures taken over were comprehensively optimized and transparently reorganized in the 2020 financial year. This was 

done through intra-group consolidations and mergers. 
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154 The LEONINE Group's film licence trading is bundled in LEONINE (formerly mainly Tele Munich and Tele Munich International 

GmbH). The portfolio includes feature films, television films, TV series, cartoons and documentary programmes. The company licences 

exploitation rights (SVoD, PayTV, Free TV) to feature films and TV programmes worldwide. The utilization takes place either via the group's 

own distribution channels or via sales to the relevant market participants, predominantly in German-speaking Europe. In addition to the classic 

licence trading business, world sales and the co-production business are also located here. 

b) LEONINE's significant legal relationships with parent companies of the LEONINE Group 

155 With a domination agreement dated 13 November 2019, entered in the commercial register on 18 November 2019, LEONINE assumed 

its management of Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltungs GmbH, based in Munich, as the controlling company (at that time) and undertook to 

transfer its entire net income for the year to Show Jupiter Beteiligungsverwaltungs GmbH; for the assumption of losses, the provisions of 

Section 302 AktG in its current version apply accordingly. The agreement may be terminated for the first time at the end of five years after the 

start of the financial year of the controlled company to which the agreement firstly applies, by giving three months' notice. The right to 

terminate the agreement without giving notice for cause remains unaffected; in particular, a right of termination exists if LEONINE Holding 

GmbH is no longer the majority shareholder in LEONINE. LEONINE's general meeting gave its approval through the resolution of 13 

November 2019. The profit and loss transfer agreement was transferred to LEONINE Holding GmbH as part of the merger of Show Jupiter 

Beteiligungsverwaltungs GmbH. Any of LEONINE's outstanding claims or liabilities to LEONINE Holding GmbH are not affected by the 

merger.  

156 Furthermore, there are contracts between LEONINE and LEONINE Holding GmbH for the provision of management services 

(hereinafter "MSA") by LEONINE Holding to LEONINE as well as agreements on the source-based charging for rent of office space and IT 

equipment.  

157 The execution of the merger has the following effects on these agreements:  

- Domination agreement: Odeon's net income for the year is included in the relevant net income for the year under the domination agreement 

 - MSA as well as agreement on the rent and IT equipment: The relevant parameters under the agreements for charging the costs to be on-

charged to LEONINE after the merger takes effect, taking into account the previous Odeon's values, are adjusted.  

  

C. Significant grounds for the merger by way of exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders  

158 The planned merger enables the exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders as part of the squeeze-out under merger law. Corresponding-

ly, the significant grounds for the planned squeeze-out are at the same time significant grounds for the merger. 

I. Initial situation 

159 The economic expectations for the current 2021 financial year will continue to be strongly influenced by the Corona crisis. Taking into 

account the numerous risk factors, if the overall economy develops in line with expectations, a slight increase in the gross TV advertising 

market, which is important for the Odeon Film Group, is to be expected for the 2021 financial year, although it will still decline in the first 

quarter compared to the previous year. In addition, it should be borne in mind that a significant increase in investment in programme content 
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by the commissioning traditional broadcasters is unlikely for 2021. As in previous years, the stations continue to exert high pressure on prices. 

At the same time, due to the tense economic situation, a provider-induced pressure on margins is also expected. The availability of production 

resources remains strongly strained. This difficult market environment is not expected to change in the current financial year. However, it has 

become clear in recent years that new market participants on the part of the clients are also demanding a new programme. It is also important 

to take into account the ongoing developments in the field of media dissemination and use in recent years, which have not yet been completed. 

Last but not least, the viewer behaviour of the younger generations relevant to advertising is increasingly changing away from linear TV, 

which represents the most important customer group of the Odeon Film Group.  

160 The still great uncertainty regarding the worldwide spread and the consequences of the coronavirus provides for a degree of uncertainty 

with regard to the assessment of the business development of the Odeon Film Group for 2021. Based on the latest developments, the overall 

outlook for 2021 assumes that film production will continue to have a negative effect in terms of filming due to the spread of coronavirus and 

the necessary containment measures. It is assumed that the situation will slowly normalize by the end of the first half-year at the latest. This is 

crucial as the current division-specific assistance programmes are temporary. Possible further longer-term effects on the sales as a result of the 

spread of coronavirus and the associated volatility of the financial markets are currently not predictable. 

161 This development requires a new assessment of the positioning of LEONINE and Odeon in competition and within the LEONINE Group, 

which is why LEONINE Group came to the conclusion after careful consideration of all options, that the full incorporation of Odeon into the 

LEONINE Group, the condition of which is a 100% participation of LEONINE in Odeon, is the most advantageous option for both Odeon and 

LEONINE Group.  

162 The aim of the merger is therefore to simplify the operational management of the companies of the Odeon Group. At the same time, the 

Odeon Group companies should also benefit from the advantageous financing conditions negotiated by LEONINE Holding GmbH with the 

LEONINE Group’s syndicate banks in autumn 2020. The aim is to strengthen competitiveness and secure jobs in a difficult market 

environment. It is also expected that the merger will eliminate the regulatory and financial burden associated with Odeon's listing. In addition, 

after complete integration into the LEONINE Group, the Odeon Group gains access to the Group’s production network, which is expected to 

be positive in terms of customer contact, availability of production resources or utilization of own resources and conditions. 

II. Simplified Group structure 

163 The intended merger of LEONINE and Odeon is intended to result in a simplified corporate structure of the LEONINE Group without a 

listed Odeon. Through the merger, Odeon's assets as a whole will pass to LEONINE through universal succession and LEONINE will replace 

Odeon as legal successor as after the merger. 

164 Odeon's existing operation will retain its identity even after the merger. After the merger takes effect, the LEONINE intends to spin-off 

the Odeon business, as a whole, with the continued existence of LEONINE, to Odeon Holding GmbH, Munich, a 100% subsidiary of 

LEONINE Holding GmbH, Munich, in accordance with Section  123 Para. 2 No. 1 UmwG (spin-off by way of absorption), cf. already margin 

no. 81. The expense for Odeon's Supervisory Board is hereby also eliminated.  

165 The listing of the Odeon's no-par value shares on the stock exchange mentioned in margin no. 25 of this share transfer report and the 

unofficial market mentioned there is expected to cease at the end of the day on which the share transfer resolution and the merger take effect. 

Accordingly, there are no post-authorization obligations. 

166 In addition to the cost savings due to the de-listing on the stock exchange mentioned in margin no. 25 of this share transfer report the 

squeeze-out under merger law leads to further significant cost advantages for LEONINE or, taking into account the subsequent spin-off of the 
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Odeon Business Unit, to Odeon Holding GmbH for Odeon Holding GmbH and hence in the end for the LEONINE Group. This eliminates the 

hassle of preparing, convening and conducting the Odeon's annual general meeting. In addition to the costs of sending documents to 

shareholders and organizing the general meeting as such, this also applies to the costs of preparing the annual report as well as the legal 

preparation and execution of the general meeting, whether in connection with the preparation of reports to the general meeting or with the 

preparation of information for shareholder's questions. In order to protect shareholders' legitimate interests in an orderly procedure of the 

general meeting and the timely and comprehensive provision of information in the general meeting, detailed preparation of the general meeting 

of a listed company, including written guidelines and the gathering of information regarding expected questions is required. Internal and 

external knowledge carriers must be available during the general meeting. All these costs and other expenses are saved upon the entry into 

force of the squeeze-out under merger law (including notary, preparation for answering questions from shareholders together with legal and 

other advisors, microphone technology, computer-aided counting of votes and recording of attendance, in the case of a physical general 

meeting also room rental, stenographers, catering, in the case of a virtual general meeting technology for the shareholder portal and the 

transmission of the general meeting on the Internet). Any costs incurred outside of the general meeting for looking after the shareholders (e.g. 

through the Investor Relations department and the participation of the members of the Board of Directors in investor meetings and 

conferences) are not incurred in a company without minority shareholders. Taking into account the planned spin-off of the Odeon Business 

Unit following the merger, in particular assets, liabilities, contractual relationships to be allocated to the Odeon Business Unit, including 

Odeon's subsidiaries, to Odeon Holding GmbH, in this case,  only a shareholders' meeting by its 100% parent company LEONINE Holding 

GmbH must be held. Odeon Holding GmbH is included as a fully consolidated subsidiary in the LEONINE Group's consolidated financial 

statements and therefore does not have to prepare its own annual report. 

167 In addition to greater flexibility and cost savings, the merger, excluding the minority shareholders, also creates increased transaction 

security. There is no risk of structural measures and capital measures being delayed, in particular due to unfounded contestation and nullity 

actions by minority shareholders. Time-consuming and costly judicial or extrajudicial disputes, which may delay the implementation of 

important measures are thus avoided. 

III. Synergy effects 

168 The following potential synergies from the merger were identified: 

- Simplification of the group structure at the level of the LEONINE Group. This eliminates the expense (operational and mone-

tary) for ongoing checks whether transactions between Odeon and the LEONINE Group withstand third-party taxation. At the 

same time, external Supervisory Board members can be dispensed with and by integrating Odeon into the LEONINE Group's in-

come tax group, any tax losses incurred in Odeon can be avoided at the LEONINE Group. 

- De-listing on the stock exchange: all costs associated with the stock exchange listing, such as holding general meetings, consul-

tancy costs under the law on public limited companies or external reporting can be saved.  

- Access to more favourable financing conditions after joining the LEONINE Group's syndicated loan agreement.  

- All identified synergy potentials are expected to be realized within 12 months after the merger has been completed 

- According to LEONINE's assessment,  costs in the annual amount of between EUR 200,000 and EUR 300,000 can be saved 

through the above-mentioned potential synergies. 
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IV. Advantages for business partners 

169 Advantages for business partners are seen primarily in the integration of the Odeon Group into the of the LEONINE Group's production 

network, which will take place after the squeeze-out has been carried out. This gives business partners access to the LEONINE Group's further 

resources; this applies to both Odeon's business partners and the rest of the LEONINE Group. Furthermore, the LEONINE Group is now 

available as a central contact, which can simplify processes for business partners. 

V. Protection of  Odeon's shareholders' property interests  

170 The financial interests of Odeon's minority shareholders, who lose their participation in Odeon in the course of the squeeze-out, are fully 

protected by receiving appropriate cash compensation for the transfer of their Odeon shares. 

171 This corresponds to the legal requirements in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 8 UmwG in conjunction with Sections 327a et 

seqq. AktG. 

D. Alternatives to the planned merger by way of exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders 

172 In the opinion of the LEONINE and Odeon, possible alternatives to the merger, in connection with which a squeeze-out of Odeon's 

minority shareholders occurs, are either not suitable for achieving the goals described or would have significant disadvantages compared to the 

chosen legal procedure. 

173  An exclusion of the minority shareholders by way of the squeeze-out under takeover law in accordance with Sections 39a et seqq. 

WpÜG or the squeeze-out under the law on public limited companies in accordance with Sections 327a et seqq. AktG or an incorporation 

under the law on public limited companies in accordance with Sections 319 et seqq. AktG are out of the question, as LEONINE does not have 

the required participation quota of at least 95% of Odeon's share capital. The advantages brought about by the exclusion of Odeon's minority 

shareholders would therefore not be realizable through an exclusion under the law on public limited companies without a merger of Odeon into 

LEONINE or an integration.  

174  The conclusion of a domination and / or profit and loss transfer agreement would not lead to the intended group structure or the 

described cost either, savings associated with the planned merger with the exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders. The intended goals of 

simplifying the group structure, increased transaction security and flexibility as well as cost savings could therefore not be achieved in this 

way. 

175 There are also no alternative options for a merger with which the described advantages of the planned transaction could be realized. In 

particular, neither a merger with a third (new) company nor a merger between LEONINE and Odeon would allow Odeon's minority 

shareholders to be excluded in exchange for appropriate cash compensation, so that the already presented cost advantages and other 

advantages, which go hand in hand with an exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders, could not be realized. Accordingly, a merger of Odeon 

into LEONINE without the exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders would not be suitable for achieving the goals described. 

176 The revocation of the stock exchange listing ("delisting") on the stock exchange indicated in margin no. 25 of this report and the 

unofficial market indicated there by Odeon also does not enable all the advantages described to be realized. With the delisting, the costs for the 

listing on the mentioned stock exchange and the mentioned unofficial market and the associated obligations do not apply. The intended group 
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structure and the increased flexibility and transaction security, which the exclusion of the minority shareholders brings about by way of the 

squeeze-out under the law on reorganizations, cannot, however, be achieved through a delisting. 

E. Implementation of the planned merger  

I. Merger agreement 

177 The legal basis of the merger is the merger agreement between LEONINE as acquiring company and Odeon as transferring company of 

14 May 2021 concluded for recording by the notary Prof. Dr. Dieter Mayer with official registered office in Munich (roll of documents No. 

0990/2021  2021, which is explained in greater detail in Section G. of this merger report and appended to this merger report as Annex 1. 

178 The merger agreement serves to carry out a squeeze-out under merger law according to Section 62 Para. 1 and 5 UmwG in conjunction 

with Sections 327a ff. AktG. In this regard, LEONINE's Board of Directors forwarded the request to the Odeon's Board of Directors on 7 May 

2021 2021 in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 in conjunction with Section 327a Para. 1 sentence 1 AktG that Odeon's general meeting adopt 

a resolution to transfer the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder in return for the granting of appropriate 

cash compensation within three months of the conclusion of the merger agreement. 

179 The validity of the merger agreement is subject to the condition precedent that a resolution of Odeon's general meeting according to 

Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG in conjunction with Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 AktG on the transfer of the shares of Odeon's 

minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder in the commercial register of Odeon's registered office is entered into the commercial 

register of Odeon's registered office with the note in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG that the share transfer resolution 

only becomes valid at the same time as the entry of the merger in the register of LEONINE's registered office (Section 9 of the merger 

agreement). 

180 The approval of Odeon's general meeting is not required for the entry into force of the merger agreement according to Section 62 Para. 4 

Sentence 1 and 2 UmwG if and as soon as a share transfer resolution of Odeon's general meeting according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 

UmwG in conjunction with Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 AktG and the resolution has been entered into Odeon's commercial register with 

the notice in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG. 

181 The approval of the LEONINE's general meeting to the merger agreement would only be required if, according to Section 62 Para. 2 

Sentence 1 UmwG, LEONINE's shareholders whose shares together make up a twentieth part of the share capital, would require the convening 

of a general meeting in which a resolution to approve the merger is adopted. LEONINE's sole shareholder, LEONINE Holding, has declared to 

LEONINE that it will not make use of this right and has waived this right in advance in writing. 

182 The share transfer resolution of Odeon's general meeting shall be adopted in the general meeting on 29. June 2021 (on this, see Section 

E.III. of this merger report). 

II. Making available documents, disclosure, submission of the merger agreement to the commercial register 

183 After the conclusion of the merger agreement, the documents listed in Section 63 Para. 1 UmwG must be put on display for inspection by 

the shareholders in the business premises of the acquiring company (here: LEONINE) and, upon request, pursuant to Section 62 Para. 3 

Sentence 6 UmwG, a copy of these documents must be issued without undue delay and free of charge to every shareholder of the acquiring 

company (here: the LEONINE) for a period of one month in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 3, Para. 3 Sentence 1 UmwG, unless 
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the documents are on the website of the acquiring company (here: the LEONINE) for the same period. At the same time, pursuant to Section 

62 Para. 5 Sentence 3, Para. 3 Sentence 2 UmwG, the acquiring company's Board of Directors must publish a reference to the upcoming 

merger in the acquiring company's official gazettes and submit the merger agreement or its draft to the acquiring company's register. Since 

neither LEONINE nor Odeon have formed a works council, the obligation to forward the merger agreement or its draft to the relevant works 

council(s) of the entities involved in the merger in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 4 UmwG – to be fulfilled at the start of this 

period at the latest – does not apply.  

184 After the conclusion of the merger agreement, the following documents, both in the German version and also for information purposes, 

were made available in an English translation on LEONINE's website (under https://www.leoninestudios.com/de/corporate-information) for 

inspection by the shareholders, and continue to be available there: 

- The merger agreement between LEONINE as acquiring legal entity and Odeon as transferring entity of 14 May 2021; 

- LEONINE's balance sheet and profit and loss account for the short financial year 2019 as well as the 2020 financial year. LEO-

NINE as subsidiary capital company of LEONINE Beteiligungs GmbH has utilized the release in accordance with Section 264 

Para. 3 HGB for the respective individual financial statements as at 31 December 2019 as well as 31 December 2020; 

- Odeon's annual financial statements and consolidated financial statements and the combined managements reports for the 2018, 

2019 and 2020 financial years; 

- The precautionary joint merger report of the LEONINE's and Odeon's Boards of Directors dated 18 May 2021 in accordance 

with Section 8 UmwG; 

- The precautionary audit report by the expert auditor Deloitte GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich, selected and ap-

pointed by the Munich I Regional Court, for both entities involved in the merger on the audit of the merger agreement between 

LEONINE and Odeon dated 10 May 2021, in accordance with Section 60 in conjunction with Section 12 UmwG, a; 

- The draft of the share transfer resolution;  

- The written report dated 18 May 2021 submitted by LEONINE as the main shareholder on the requirements for the transfer and 

the appropriateness of the specified cash compensation in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 8 UmwG in conjunction 

with Section 327c Para. 2 Sentence 1 AktG and Annexes; and   

- The report by the court-appointed expert auditor Deloitte GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich, in accordance with 

Section  62 Para. 5 Sentence 8 UmwG in conjunction with Sections  327c Para. 2 Sentence 2 to 4, 293e AktG on the review of 

the appropriateness of the cash compensation. 

185 Odeon has received the documents listed under margin no. 184 from the convening of Odeon's general meeting, which adopted the share 

transfer resolution, both in the German version and, for information purposes, in an English translation are made accessible on the Odeon 

website (https://www.odeonfilm.de/red1/liste-odeonfilm-investor-relations-hauptversammlungen-14.asp), which are still available there. 

186 The documents listed under no. 184 will also be available on LEONINE's and Odeon's websites during the annual general meetings of 

Odeon on 29. June 2021.  

https://www.leoninestudios.com/de/corporate-information
https://www.odeonfilm.de/red1/liste-odeonfilm-investor-relations-hauptversammlungen-14.asp
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187 LEONINE's Board of Directors and, in an abundance of caution, Odeon's Board of Directors, will publish a reference to the upcoming 

merger in the acquiring company's designated official gazette without undue delay upon the conclusion of the merger agreement in accordance 

with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 3, Para. 3 Sentence 2 UmwG. LEONINE and Odeon will also submit the merger agreement for entry in the 

commercial register of their registered offices without undue delay. 

III. Share transfer resolution of Odeon's general meeting 

188 Odeon's annual general meeting on 29 June 2021 is expected to adopt a resolution on the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority 

shareholders to LEONINE as the main shareholder. Since the merger agreement between LEONINE and Odeon was concluded on 14 May 

2021, the time limit in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG that the share transfer resolution of Odeon's general meeting 

must be adopted within three months of the conclusion of the merger agreement is observed. 

189 The resolution adopted by the general meeting on the transfer the minority shareholders' shares to the main shareholders requires a simple 

majority of votes (Section 133 Para. 1 AktG). The main shareholder is entitled to vote when adopting resolutions; there is no exclusion of 

voting rights for this resolution under the law on public limited companies. 

IV. Application for entry and registration of the merger, entry into force 

190 After an approving resolution of the Odeon's general meeting on the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE 

as main shareholder in exchange for appropriate cash compensation to be paid by LEONINE, pursuant to Section 62 Para. 5 UmwG in 

conjunction with 327a et seqq. AktG, Odeon's Board of Directors will adopt the share transfer resolution for entry in the commercial register of 

the Odeon's registered office. In addition, LEONINE's and Odeon's Boards of Directors will apply for entry of the merger in the commercial 

register of their respective registered office. 

191 The planned merger as well as the exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders becomes valid as follows: 

- Firstly, entry of share transfer resolution in the commercial register must be applied for by Odeon's general meeting and must be 

entered into Odeon's commercial register provided with a non-disclosure notice in accordance with 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 

UmwG. 

- The merger becomes valid upon entry into the register competent for LEONINE; this may only occur when the merger has been 

entered into Odeon's register beforehand. 

- Upon entry of the merger in LEONINE's register the share transfer resolution and thus the exclusion of the Odeon's minority 

shareholders becomes valid. 

V. Costs of the merger 

192 The direct costs of the merger including the squeeze-out of the Odeon's minority shareholders are expected to total around EUR 0.65 mio. 

They essentially consist of costs for the court-appointed expert auditor, costs for the according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 8 UmwG in 

conjunction with Section 327b Para. 3 AktG required warranty declaration, external consultants, the version of the share transfer resolution, the 

settlement of the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder and other costs (certification costs, 
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costs of application for entry in the register, taxes and fees etc.). These costs are borne by LEONINE's with the exception of the costs for the 

ordinary Odeon's general meeting and Odeon's legal advice costs. 

F. Effects of the planned merger 

I. Company law effects 

193 With entry into force of the share transfer resolution, the shares of the minority shareholders go into accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 

sentences 7 and 8 UmwG, Section 327e Para. 3 sentence 1 AktG to LEONINE as the main shareholder. At the same time, the merger takes 

effect, so that Odeon is in accordance with Section 20 Para. 1 No. 2 UmwG expires as an independent legal entity, without the need for special 

deletion; furthermore, in accordance with Section 20 Para. 1 No. 1 UmwG the property of Odeon as a whole by way of universal succession to 

the LEONINE. The Odeon shares expire. 

II. Consequences for shareholders' membership rights 

194 Upon the entry into force of the share transfer resolution, the Odeon's minority shareholders lose their legal status as Odeon's 

shareholders and all membership rights to which they were previously entitled as Odeon's shareholders. Separate transactions for the disposal 

of the shares are neither necessary nor possible for this. At the same time, LEONINE acquires the legal status of the Odeon shareholder and 

thus all membership rights from the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders, who are inevitably associated with the legal position as 

shareholder. Upon Odeon's expiry as an independent legal entity upon the entry of the merger in the acquiring entity's register (Section 20 

Para. 1 No. 2 UmwG), the membership rights from the Odeon shares also expire. 

195 In return, the Odeon's minority shareholders are entitled to appropriate cash compensation (possibly including interest) from LEONINE 

in accordance with Section 62 Para. 1 and 5 UmwG, Sections 327a et seqq. AktG. This cash compensation fully protects the financial interests 

of the minority shareholders who lose their participation in Odeon in the wake of the exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders. This 

claim of the minority shareholders becomes due upon the entry into force of the share transfer resolution, i.e., when and as soon as both the 

share transfer resolution is entered in Odeon's commercial register and the merger is entered in LEONINE's commercial register. For the 

consequences for the share certificates themselves as well as stock exchange trading, see Section VII. of this merger report. 

III. Property transfer by way of universal succession 

196 Upon the entry of the merger in the commercial register of LEONINE's registered office, Odeon's assets including the liabilities are 

transferred to LEONINE by way of universal succession (Section 20 Para. 1 No. 1 UmwG). The assumption of Odeon's assets occurs in the 

relationship inter partes with effect from the expiry of 31 December 2020, at midnight 12.00 PM. According to Section 1 Item 1.3 of the 

merger agreement, from the start of 1 January 2021, at midnight 00.00 AM, (merger date), all of Odeon's acts and transactions  are considered 

to be carried out for LEONINE's account. The closing balance is based on Odeon's balance sheet as at 31 December 2020.  

197 In the event that the merger has not become valid before the expiry of 28 February 2022 by entry in the commercial register of the 

LEONINE's registered office, the merger date Section 8 according to the merger agreement on the basis of Odeon's balance sheet on the 

reference date 31 December 2021 is postponed to the start of 1 January 2022 (on this and other possible delays beyond those, see Section 8 

Item 8.1 of the merger agreement). 

198 LEONINE's and Odeon's creditors may be required to provide security under certain conditions in accordance with Section 22 UmwG. 
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IV. Accounting consequences of the merger  

199 In the event of an entry into force of the merger until the end of 28 February 2022 Odeon's merger into LEONINE takes place at the start 

of 1 January 2021 (for the case of a delay of the entry into force of the merger, see Section 7 of the merger agreement). From this date 

onwards, Odeon's actions are deemed to have been carried out for LEONINE's account. The closing balance sheet was based on Odeon's 

balance sheet as at 31 December 2020. 

200 The value of the participation in Odeon shown on LEONINE's balance sheet will initially increase in the course of the transfer of the 

shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE as part of the squeeze-out in return for appropriate cash compensation. Upon the 

subsequent merger of Odeon into LEONINE and Odeon's dissolution, this participation is omitted in LEONINE's trade balance sheet. In its 

place, LEONINE has to recognize the assets and liabilities acquired from Odeon's. 

201 For the acquiring company LEONINE, the merger is viewed as an acquisition process and thus as the acquisition of the assets being 

transferred. In accordance with Section 24 UmwG, LEONINE has the option in terms of recognition on the commercial balance sheet to 

continue the book values of the assets and liabilities transferred on Odeon's closing balance sheet or, in accordance with Sections 253 Para. 1, 

255 Para. 1 HGB, to apply the actual acquisition costs, i.e., in accordance with the exchange principles in the amount of the book value of the 

merged shares, in the amount of the fair value of the merged shares or in the amount of the intermediate value recognized directly in equity, 

which is derived from the book value of the merged shares, plus any income tax, if the exchange leads to a profit realization for income tax 

purposes. The option is exercised when LEONINE's annual financial statements are prepared and approved for the financial year in which the 

merger is economically completed. LEONINE intends to recognize the merger in accordance with the general acquisition cost principle and 

the general exchange principles directly in equity and recognize the acquired assets and liabilities at their book value. 

202 Depending on the valuation of the assets and liabilities transferred at amortized book values or fair values, the acquiring company 

LEONINE may possibly have a merger profit in the amount of the difference between the book value of the participation in Odeon and the 

book value of the assets and liabilities transferred from Odeon's closing balance sheet. In the opposite case, a merger loss would result. Due to 

an existing tax group LEONINE Holding, the merger does not increase profits or reduce the merger loss of LEONINE's equity, as it is 

transferred to the controlling company within the framework of the profit transfer agreement. 

203 A possible merger profit or loss arises in the year of the merger date under civil law upon the entry of the merger in LEONINE's 

commercial register (cf. margin no. 196). At the time this report was drawn up, LEONINE's recognition of the book values resulted in a 

merger loss on the commercial balance sheet. 

V. Consequences for the employees 

204 The employment relationships existing at LEONINE are not affected by the merger. 

205 As a result of the merger and the associated transfer of power of management over Odeon's operation, there is a transfer of operations 

within the meaning of Section 613a of the German Civil Code (BGB) with regard to the company previously held by Odeon as the legal entity. 

All employment relationships that exist with Odeon at this point in time, are transferred to LEONINE and LEONINE takes over all rights and 

obligations from Odeon's existing employment relationships, recognizing the seniority acquired at Odeon, and continues the employment 

relationships. The content of the transferring employment relationship is determined by the legal status at the time of the entry into force of the 

merger. A termination of the employment relationships that are transferred upon the entry into force of the merger due to the transfer of 

operations is in accordance with Section 324 UmwG in conjunction with Section 613a Para. 4 sentence 1 BGB is invalid. The right to 
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terminate for other reasons remains in accordance with Section 324 UmwG in conjunction with Section 613a Para. 4 sentence 2 BGB is 

unaffected. 

206 The contractual working conditions of the employment relationships being transferred remain unchanged, including any company 

practices, grants pensions to all employees or groups of employees collectively and standard regulations. This also applies to the employer's 

workplace and existing managerial rights. All rights and obligations that are based on earned employment at LEONINE continue to exist. This 

applies in particular to the calculation of notice periods and entitlements to anniversary bonuses of the employment relationships being 

transferred. 

207 There are no company pension commitments at Odeon (including obligations from ongoing benefits to retirees and vested rights to 

former employees). 

208 Pursuant to Section 613a Para. 5 BGB Odeon's employees affected by the transfer of operations will be informed of the transfer of 

operations before it becomes valid. Odeon's employees have no right to object to the transfer of their employment relationships to LEONINE 

in accordance with Section 613a BGB, because the employment relationship with Odeon can no longer be continued due to its expiry. 

According to the court rulings of the Federal Labour Court, Odeon's employees may, however, have an extraordinary right of termination due 

to the merger. 

209 Neither LEONINE nor Odeon have any employer / works council agreements, general employer / works council agreements or group 

employer / works council agreements. 

210 Both LEONINE and Odeon are currently not members of an employers' association and are not bound by collective agreements. There 

are also no collective agreements that have been declared generally binding in relation to the operations of one of these companies.  

211 In connection with the merger, no organizational changes are planned beyond the measures outlined in Section BI8.a) bb) and Section H. 

of this merger report, in particular no company shutdowns of works, company amalgamations, workforce rationalizations or staff transfers. 

212 After the merger, the Odeon's existing operation shall retain its identity (hereinafter: "Odeon Business Unit"). Following the entry into 

force of the merger, LEONINE intends to include the Odeon Business Unit, in each case in its entirety with the continuation of LEONINE to 

Odeon Holding GmbH, Munich, a sister company of LEONINE, also a 100% subsidiary of LEONINE Holding GmbH, Munich, in accordance 

with Section 123 Para. 2 No. 1 UmwG (spin-off by way of absorption). In this case of the spin-off, what is described in this merger report 

under section BI8.a) bb) (cf. margin no. 82 to 90) applies to the employees assigned to the Odeon Business Unit and their employment 

relationships. 

VI. Tax consequences of the merger  

1. Preliminary remark 

213 Some significant tax consequences that the merger may have for Odeon and LEONINE are described as an overview below. 

214 It is not a comprehensive and conclusive presentation of all tax aspects that may be relevant in this context. There is also no guarantee for 

the completeness and correctness of the content of this presentation. The basis of this presentation is the German tax law applicable at the time 

of signing this merger report and its interpretation by courts and administrative instructions. Tax regulations can change at any time - possibly 
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also retrospectively. Furthermore, it cannot be ruled out that the tax authorities or courts will consider a different assessment to be appropriate 

than that described in this section. 

2. Income tax consequences for Odeon 

a) Effects on Odeon 

215 The squeeze-out of the minority shareholders in the context of the Odeon's merger into LEONINE has no tax effects on Odeon's 

determination of taxable profit in its last assessment year 2020. At the time of this report, Odeon has no ongoing tax losses in the assessment 

year 2020 and no tax losses carried forward as at 31 December 2020. The assessment with regard to a harmful acquisition according to Section 

8c Corporation Tax Act (KStG) due to the squeeze-out is therefore irrelevant. 

216 The corporation and trade tax consequences of the merger for Odeon result from Sections 11 and 19 of the Reorganization Tax Act 

("UmwStG"). 

217 Odeon's own shares (transferring entity) are not to be included in Odeon's final tax balance sheet, as they are not transferred to LEONINE 

(acquiring entity), but are lost when the merger takes effect. This process is not profitable (BMF 11 November 2011, BStBl. I 2011, 1314 

margin no. 03.05). 

218 Odeon's income and assets are to be determined as if Odeon's assets had been transferred to LEONINE at the end of the tax transfer date 

(Section 2 Para. 1 Sentence 1 UmwStG). As the transferring company, Odeon must therefore prepare a final tax balance sheet on the tax 

transfer date. The tax transfer date for the merger is the day on which Odeon, as the transferring entity, has to prepare its closing balance sheet 

under commercial law. This is 31 December 2020, at midnight 12.00 PM (subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 7 of the 

merger agreement).  

219 Odeon's merger into LEONINE means that the assets being transferred, including intangible assets not acquired for a fee and created by 

transferring company itself, are generally to be recognized at their mean value in Odeon's final tax balance sheet (Section 11 Para. 1 Sentence 

1 UmwStG). If the fair market value is higher than the transferring company's net asset value (taxable shareholders' equity), this results in the 

disclosure of the hidden reserves. As a result of the disclosure of any hidden reserves, Odeon's corporate and trade tax income could increase. 

By exercising the option to continue at the book value provided for in Section 11 Para. 2 UmwStG, the disclosure of hidden reserves can in 

principle be avoided. The application required for this must be submitted to the tax office responsible for Odeon's taxation in accordance with 

Sections 20, 26 of the German Tax Code [AO]. If this option, whose substantive requirements are met, is exercised, the merger can be carried 

out at book values and thus without any effect on income tax. The cash compensation to be paid to the minority shareholders does not 

constitute any harmful consideration within the meaning of Section 11 Para. 2 Sentence 1 No. 3 UmwStG. 

220 Any remaining losses carried forward on Odeon's tax balance sheet at the time of the merger are not transferable and will be lost with 

effect from the time of the merger (Section 12 Para. 3 in conjunction with Section 4 Para. 2 Sentence 2 UmwStG). 

221 Subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 7 of the merger agreement, this would mean the following for Odeon's 2020 

assessment: at the time of this merger report, Odeon in the 2020 assessment period has current expected taxable income in the amount of 

approx. EUR 514,151. The recognition of the assets at book value does not affect profit or loss and has no effect on Odeon's tax bases in 2020. 

As at 31 December 2020, Odeon has no losses carried forward. 
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b) Effects on Odeon's subsidiaries 

222 Through the acquisition of further shares in Odeon by LEONINE on the basis of the squeeze-out, there is no harmful indirect acquisition 

in accordance with Section 8c KStG at Odeon's subsidiaries, since this means that the 50% acquisition limit within the meaning of Section 8c 

Para. 1 KStG is not exceeded. The Odeon's merger into LEONINE or the shortening of the participation chain (subject to a merger date change 

in accordance with Section 8 of the merger agreement) at the end of 31 December 2020, at midnight (12.00 PM), however, leads to a 100% 

shareholder replacement at Odeon's subsidiaries. LEONINE, which previously indirectly held a 90.82% participation in Odeon's subsidiaries, 

valid as at the retroactive merger (subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 8 of the merger agreement) at the end of 31 

December 2020, at midnight (12.00 PM), indirectly holds a 100% participation in Odeon's subsidiaries, which is why a harmful acquisition of 

shares in accordance with Section 8c KStG is established. 

223 Here, however, the Group clause in accordance with Section 8c Para. 1 Sentence 4 no. 1 KStG is applicable, since the acquiring company 

(here LEONINE) holds a direct participation of 100% in the transferring legal entity (here Odeon) on the day of the harmful acquisition of the 

participation. Pursuant to BMF of 28 November 2017 on Section 8c KStG, Item 13-15, the timing of the harmful acquisition of shares in the 

case of reorganizations of the shareholders of a loss-making company (here Odeon) for the acquisition of the participation in the loss-making 

company by the acquiring legal entity ( here LEONINE) is determined by the transfer of the beneficial ownership. This is regularly the time of 

the entry of the merger in the commercial register. A tax return of the acquisitions of participations in accordance with Section 2 UmwStG, 

however, is ruled out. This means that the harmful acquisition of the shares in Odeon will not take effect at the tax retroactive date after the 

end of 31 December 2020, at midnight (12.00 PM), but at the time of the entry of the merger in the commercial register (subject to a merger 

date change in accordance with Section 8 of the merger agreement) in 2021. According to the wording of the law, the requirement for the 

application of the Group clause is that the acquiring company's 100% participation quota exists at least on the day of the harmful acquisition of 

the participation (entry in the commercial register). At the end of 31 December 2020, at midnight (12.00 PM), LEONINE already owned a 

percentage of Odeon's share capital of 85.23%. The purchase of further Odeon shares from Mr Mischa Hoffmann in the amount of a 

percentage of Odeon's share capital of 5.59% took place under civil law on 1 February 2021 and thus before the harmful acquisition of the 

participation. The acquisition of the remaining shares of the minority shareholders takes place at the same time as the entry in the commercial 

register of the merger in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence. 7 UmwG, so that LEONINE has 100% of Odeon's shares on the day of 

the harmful acquisition of shares. 

224 Due to the application of the Group clause, Odeon Fiction GmbH's losses carried forward are retained as a result of this merger. At the 

time of this report, Odeon Fiction GmbH has corporation tax losses carried forward in the amount of approx. EUR 7,705,156.00 and trade tax 

losses carried forward in the amount of approx. EUR 7,877,764. 

3. Income tax consequences for LEONINE 

225 The value of the participation in Odeon shown as a financial asset on LEONINE's tax balance sheet will initially increase in the course of 

the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE against the granting of appropriate cash compensation as part of the 

squeeze-outs. 

226 The consequences of the merger under corporation and trade tax law for LEONINE result from Sections 12 and 19 UmwStG. 

227 LEONINE's income and assets is determined as if Odeon's assets had been transferred to LEONINE at the end of the tax transfer date 

(probably 31 December 2020) (Section 2 Para. 1 Sentence 1 UmwStG). As part of the merger, LEONINE has to acquire Odeon's assets at the 

values included on Odeon's final tax balance sheet (Section 12 Para. 1 UmwStG). With the recognition of the fair value on Odeon's final tax 

balance sheet, inasmuch, the assets are also to be recognized at their fair value at LEONINE. LEONINE acquires Odeon's tax status, e.g. with 
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regard to the calculation of amortization, depreciation and write-offs, pre-ownership periods or holding periods. Any of Odeon's claims and 

liabilities from tax liabilities are thus transferred to LEONINE. Any losses or interest carried forward by Odeon for corporation and trade tax 

purposes, however, are not transferred and can therefore not be used by LEONINE. 

228 LEONINE is put in such a position for tax purposes as if it had already acquired the Odeon shares that it acquired from Mr. Mischa 

Hoffmann and other minority shareholders on 31 December 2020. 

229 In the event of a continuation of the book value on Odeon's final tax balance sheet, the assets must also be recognized at book value for 

LEONINE. Both the recognition of fair values and the continuation of the book value would provisionally result in a merger profit for 

LEONINE, which results from the difference between the book value of the shares in Odeon and the value of the transferred assets. Since 

LEONINE and Odeon are in a 100% holding relationship with each other due to the squeeze-out, taxation of a fictitious sale of shares 

according to Section 13 UmwStG is also ruled out. Due to LEONINE's 100% participation in the Odeon, the acquisition of Odeon's tax deposit 

account is not possible in accordance with Section 29 Para. 2 sentence 2 KStG. The holdings of LEONINE's tax deposit account are not 

affected by the merger. The merger profit minus the costs of the merger - would only be taxable at 5% at LEONINE (Section 12 Para. 2 

Sentence 2 UmwStG). In the event of a merger loss, this would not be tax deductible in the full amount by virtue of Section 12 Para. 2 

sentence 1 UmwStG. Unlike on the commercial balance sheet, the merger profit arises retrospectively as at 31 December 2020 and must be 

taken into account in LEONINE's 2020 assessment; this applies subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 8 of the merger 

agreement. Due to the existing profit transfer agreement with LEONINE Holding as the controlling company, it has to pay tax on the merger 

profit (Section 15 Sentence 1 No. 2 KStG) or the loss has to be corrected outside of the balance sheet. At the time of the preparation of this 

report, LEONINE had a merger profit in the amount of approx. EUR 98,956,39, 5% of which is taxable at the parent company (Section 12 

Para. 2 S. 2 UmwStG). 

230 According to LEONINE's and Odeon's final annual financial statements as at 31 December 2020, there were no reciprocal claims or 

liabilities, so that there were no merger profits and losses due to the merger. 

4. Land acquisition tax consequences of the merger 

231 In the absence of real estate properties in Odeon's and its subsidiaries' operating assets, there are no land acquisition tax effects as a result 

of the merger. 

5. Tax consequences of the merger for Odeon's shareholders 

232 The tax consequences of the merger of one corporation with another corporation arise for the transferring corporation's shareholders in 

principle result from Section 13 UmwStG or, for shareholders with shares in private assets who do not hold significant participations, from 

Section 20 Para. 4a Income Tax Act ("EStG"). In Odeon's case a distinction must be made between the shares held by LEONINE and the 

shares held in free float. 

233 With regard to the shares held by LEONINE, Section 13 UmwStG does not apply, as LEONINE holds 100% of Odeon (cf., inter alia, 

margin no. 229). These shares are not deemed to have been sold; a taxable capital gain or tax-efficient capital loss can therefore not arise. 

234 The tax consequences of an exclusion of the minority shareholders under merger law (Section 62 Para. 1 and 5 UmwG) for shareholders 

holding shares in free float have not yet been clarified by court rulings or official statements by the tax authorities. According to Odeon's and 

LEONINE's assessment, the special tax regulations applicable to mergers in Section 13 UmwStG and Section 20 Para. 4a EStG, which, under 

certain conditions, provide for a tax-neutral transfer of the shares, do not apply to shareholders holding shares in free float. Odeon's minority 
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shareholders leave Odeon as a result of the merger exclusion upon the entry into force of the merger in return for cash compensation. In 

accordance with the principles that apply to shareholders who withdraw in the context of a merger in return for cash compensation in 

accordance with Section 29 UmwG, Odeon's minority shareholders should therefore be treated as if they had sold their shares in Odeon for 

cash compensation. They should therefore be subject to the general rules on taxation of the sale of shares. The tax consequences for the 

minority shareholders depend on the tax qualification of their shares as well as on the tax status of the minority shareholders. Odeon's minority 

shareholders are advised to seek expert advice on the tax consequences of the transaction. 

6. Tax consequences for LEONINE's shareholders  

235 Odeon's merger into LEONINE on 31 December 2020 (subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 8 of the merger 

agreement), LEONINE's sole shareholder - LEONINE Holding has resulting merger profit based on the existing profit transfer agreement and 

the income tax unity to be taxed at 5% by virtue of Section 12 Para. 2 Sentence 2 UmwStG (cf. margin no. 229). A resulting merger loss would 

not be taxable at LEONINE Holding (Section 12 Para. 2 Sentence 1 UmwStG). LEONINE's merger profit or loss constitutes a reduction or an 

additional transfer adopted by formal resolution to the parent company, which leads to a corresponding increase or decrease in the asset-side 

compensation item at LEONINE Holding with regard to the shares in LEONINE (Section 14 Para. 4 KStG). A liabilities-side or assets-side tax 

compensation item at Odeon on 31 December 2020 would lead to a pre-consolidation compensation item of LEONINE to LEONINE Holding 

(BMF of 11 November 2011, Item 34). A pre-consolidation compensation item for an overpayment constitutes a declared profit distribution 

and reduces the holding's value in the tax group accordingly. In the absence of distributable profit at LEONINE as at 31 December 2020, an 

additional pre-tax transfer (subject to a merger date change in accordance with Section 7 of the merger agreement) would not trigger any 

capital gains tax liability for the distributing company LEONINE, a capital gains tax return (statement with a zero amount) would still have to 

be submitted. At the time of this report, Odeon has an assets-side tax compensation item in the amount of approx. EUR 190,570, a capital 

gains tax return is therefore not required. 

236 The future tax result generated by Odeon's operation will be included or taxed in LEONINE's Holding group from 2021 (subject to a 

merger date change in accordance with Section 8 of the merger agreement). 

VII. Securities and stock exchange trading 

237 Upon the entry into force of the share transfer resolution, all shares of the minority shareholders are transferred to LEONINE by law. At 

the same time, Odeon expires as an independent legal entity, and the membership rights from the Odeon shares also expire with the entry into 

force of the merger. 

238 The global certificate(s) deposited with Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main, certify the Odeon shares, insofar as they are owned 

or jointly owned by the Odeon's minority shareholders, after the entry into force of the share transfer resolution and thus the transfer of 

ownership of the Odeon shares to LEONINE no longer membership rights of the Odeon's minority shareholders, but only Odeon's minority 

shareholders' claim for payment of the appropriate cash compensation against the LEONINE as main shareholder (Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 

8 UmwG in conjunction with Section 327e Para. 3 Sentence 2 AktG). 

239 The listings of Odeon's shares in the regulated market with further post-admission obligations on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, as well 

as in the open market of the Berlin, Düsseldorf, Munich and Stuttgart stock exchanges are expected to be discontinued upon the expiry of 

Odeon as a legal entity at the end of the day on which the share transfer resolution and merger take effect. 

240 Any stock exchange trading of Odeon's shares that may still take place until the cessation of stock exchange trading after the entry into 

force of the share transfer resolution is accordingly only trade in cash compensation claims of Odeon's minority shareholders. 
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241 Further details regarding the time of the cessation of the stock exchange trading and regarding the settlement will be made available to 

Odeon's minority shareholders immediately after the entry of the merger in the commercial register of the LEONINE's registered office by 

separate public announcement (viewable among other things in the internet under www.bundesanzeiger.de). 

VIII. No conversion ratio  

242 No exchange of shares in Odeon for shares in LEONINE takes place in connection with the merger. Rather, in connection with the 

merger, there is an exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders against payment of an appropriate cash compensation to be paid by 

LEONINE. This cash compensation was set by LEONINE taking into account the situation at the time of the resolution on the exclusion of the 

Odeon's minority shareholders and was set at EUR 1.57 per Odeon share. 

G. Explanation of the merger agreement 

243 Odeon and LEONINE have concluded merger agreement appended to this merger report as Annex 1 on 14 May 2021. 

244 On the merger agreement and its provisions, the following is explained: 

I. Transfer of property; closing balance sheet; merger date (Section 1 of the merger agreement) 

245 Through the merger, Odeon transfers its assets as a whole with all rights and obligations to LEONINE. The merger becomes valid upon 

its entry in the commercial register responsible for LEONINE, which may only be carried out once the merger has been entered in the 

commercial register responsible for Odeon. Upon entry into force of the merger, Odeon is dissolved without any liquidation taking place 

(Section 20 Para. 1 No. 2 UmwG). Odeon expires as a legal entity. LEONINE will be its universal successor. 

246 Pursuant to Section 17 UmwG, a closing balance must be submitted when applying for entry of the merger in the commercial register at 

the transferring company's registered office. The merger will be based on Odeon's balance sheet as the transferring legal entity as at 31 

December 2020 as the closing balance sheet. Internally, the acquisition of Odeon's assets by LEONINE takes place with effect from the end of 

31 December 2020, at midnight (12.00 PM). From the start of 1 January 2021, at midnight (0.00 AM), (merger date), all actions and 

transactions of Odeon are deemed to have been carried out for LEONINE's account. This means that the effects of the merger in the internal 

relationship between LEONINE and Odeon are referred back to 1 January 2021, the merger date. All Odeon's business transactions from the 

period between 1 January 2021 and the day of the entry into force of the merger through entry in the commercial register of the Munich Local 

Court responsible for the LEONINE will accordingly be taken into account in LEONINE's annual financial statements for the 2021 financial 

year. However, both the merger date and the reference date of the closing balance sheet may shift in the event of a delay in the entry into force 

of the merger in accordance with Section 9 of the merger agreement (see the explanations on Section 9 of the merger agreement ).  

II. Exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders (Section 2 of the merger agreement). 

247 Section 2 of the merger agreement contains the reference required according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 2 UmwG, that an exclusion 

of the Odeon's minority shareholders according to Section 62 Para. 1 and 5 UmwG in conjunction with Sections 327a et seqq. AktG.2 of the 

merger agreement is intended in connection with the merger. The prerequisite for such a squeeze-out under merger law is that LEONINE holds 

more than nine tenths of the Odeon's share capital in the amount of more than the amount that is evidenced by deposit receipts appended as an 

annex to the merger agreement. 
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248 In addition, there is a notice that the share transfer resolution of Odeon's general meeting required for a squeeze-out of the minority 

shareholders should be adopted within three months of the conclusion of the merger agreement. The entry of the share transfer resolution in the 

commercial register of the Odeon's registered office must also be provided with the note that the share transfer resolution will only become 

valid upon the entry of the merger in the register of LEONINE's registered office (Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG). 

III. Special rights and advantages (Section 3 of the merger agreement) 

249 With a purchase agreement dated 1 February 2021, LEONINE acquired from Mr Mischa Hofmann, a member of the Odeon’s Board of 

Directors, the ownership of 661,765 of Odeon’s shares (hereinafter referred to as the "Purchase Agreement"), so that it now has approx. 

90.82% of Odeon’s shares. The purchase price per share of Odeon was EUR 1.10; the total purchase price for the 661,765 of Odeon’s shares 

thus total EUR 727,941.50. If compensation per share of Odeon’s minority shareholders ("expedited shareholder action") which in total 

exceeds EUR 1.10 per each of Odeon’s shares, is assessed to be appropriate in an expedited shareholder action pursuant to the German Law on 

Shareholder Actions [SpruchG],  the purchase price to be paid by LEONINE to Mr Hofmann for each of the 661,765 Odeon shares acquired by 

him shall be increased by the amount by which the total appropriate compensation per Odeon’s share according to the final and absolute 

decision on appropriate compensation exceeds EUR 1.10 (hereinafter: "purchase price increase"). The purchase price increase is due for 

payment by LEONINE to Mr Hofmann within one month of the final conclusion of the expedited shareholder action. This is mentioned in 

Section 3 Item 3.1 of the merger agreement.  

250 Pursuant to Section 5 Para. 1 No. 7 UmwG the rights granted to individual shareholders or holders of special rights by the acquiring 

entity or the measures intended for these persons must be specified in the merger agreement. Subject to the circumstances mentioned in 

Section 2 and Section 3 Item 3.1 of the merger agreement, i.e., subject to the intended exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders against 

the granting of appropriate cash compensation to be paid by LEONINE in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG in 

conjunction with Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 AktG and the purchase agreement (cf. margin no. 249) no rights within the meaning of 

Section 5 Para. 1 No. 7 UmwG are granted to individual shareholders or holders of special rights. For such persons no measures within the 

meaning of the mentioned regulation are provided. This is regulated in Section 3 Item 3.2 of the merger agreement. 

251 Pursuant to Section 5 Para. 1 No. 8 UmwG, in addition, any special advantages, such as compensation in the event that their offices are 

terminated as a result of the merger, for the group of persons named there, must be indicated in the merger agreement. Neither Odeon's and 

LEONINE's auditors nor the merger auditor are granted special benefits in connection with the merger within the meaning of Section 5 Para. 1 

No. 8 UmwG. With the exception of the circumstances set out in Section 3 Item 3.1 and Section 3 Item 3.4 of the merger agreement, 

LEONINE's and Odeon's Board of Directors and Supervisory Board members are not granted any special advantages in connection with the 

merger within the meaning of Section 5 Para. 1 No. 8 UmwG. This is regulated in Section 3 Item 3.3 of the merger agreement. 

252 In Section 3 Item 3.4 of the merger agreement the likely consequences of the merger on the office and the employment agreement of the 

Odeon's Board of Directors are presented. Upon the entry into force of the merger, the offices of Odeon's current board members expire. In 

Section 3 Item 3.4 of the merger agreement it is described what is currently also provided with regard to the employment agreements of 

Odeon's current board member (Mr Mischa Hofmann): 

253 The Board of Directors' employment agreement of Mr Mischa Hofmann of 18 July 2011 in the version of the addendums of 14 

September  2011, 10 September 2014, 16/21 December 2015, 9/12 August 2019 and 15/19 May 2020 was concluded was concluded to last 

until 31 December 2024. Mr Mischa Hofmann should also provide his services as a board member of Odeon's legal successor, LEONINE, or 

as managing director for companies that are LEONINE's affiliated companies within the meaning of Sections 15 et seqq. AktG. These services 

are to be settled with the compensation owed under the Board of Directors' employment agreement. 
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254 No special rights, advantages or other benefits have been committed to him by LEONINE or by Odeon apart from the circumstances 

described in Section 3 Item 3.1 of the merger agreement. 

255 In Section 3 Item 3.5 of the merger agreement the expected consequences of the merger on the office of the members of Odeon's 

Supervisory Board are described. 

256 Upon the entry into force of the merger, Odeon's Supervisory Board position as an executive body and the mandates of its members end. 

No compensation payment is made to the current members of the Odeon's Supervisory Board. 

257 The following two board members of Odeon's also hold leading positions at the LEONINE and should also keep these positions: The 

Supervisory Board members Dr Markus Frerker (Deputy Chairman) and Mr Stephan Katzmann are at the same time members of  LEONINE's 

Board of Directors. 

IV. No Return Service (Section 4 of the merger agreement) 

258 Besides LEONINE as the acquiring company there shall be no further shareholders of Odeon at the time entry into force of the merger 

due to the exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders. This is guaranteed by the condition precedent for the validity of this Agreement in 

accordance with Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. of the merger agreement and the legal provision in Section 62 para. 

5 Sentence 7 UmwG. Accordingly, it is clarified in Section 4 of the merger agreement that no return service will be granted in the context of 

the merger and that LEONINE may not and will not increase its share capital for the implementation of the merger in accordance with Section 

68 Para. 1 Sentence 1 No. 1 UmwG. LEONINE as Odeon's sole shareholder upon the entry into force of the merger declares as a precautionary 

measure the waiver of an offer of cash compensation in Section 4 of the merger agreement (Section 29 UmwG). Accordingly, the information 

on cash compensation provided for in Section 29 Para 1 Sentence 1 and 1 UmwG is omitted. 

V. Consequences of the merger for the employees (Section 5 and Section 6 of the merger agreement) 

259 In Section 5 and Section 6 the individual and labour law consequences of the merger for the employees as well as the measures planned 

are presented in detail. Such an explanation is mandatory due to the legal directive in Section 5 Para. 1 No. 9 UmwG. 

260 Section 5 of the merger agreement essentially contains a description of the consequences of the merger and in this respect no contractual 

obligations between the parties of the merger agreement. Section 6 of the merger agreement also contains the consequences for the employees 

of the Odeon Business Unit from the intended spin-off of the Odeon Business Unit to Odeon Holding GmbH after entry into force of the 

merger. 

261 An explanation of the consequences of the merger for employees can be found in Sections BI8.a) aa), BI8.a) bb) and FV of this merger 

report. 

VI. Effect of the merger on the supervisory bodies (Section 7 of the merger agreement) 

262 In Section 7 of the merger agreement the effects of the merger on the supervisory bodies is presented. 
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VII. Section 8 Item 8.1 of Merger date change (Section 8 of the merger agreement)  

263 Section 8 Item 8.1 of the merger agreement contains a regulation for the case that the merger has not become valid by entry in the 

commercial register of the Munich Local Court responsible for LEONINE's registered office before the end of 28 February 2022. In this case,  

by way of derogation from Section 1 Item Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. of the merger agreement, Odeon's balance 

sheet as at 31 December 2021 shall be used as the closing balance sheet and, by way of derogation from Section 1 Item 1.3 of this agreement, 

the start of 1 January 2022, at midnight (0.00 AM), (merger date) shall be considered as reference date for the acquisition of the assets and the 

change of the accounting. Such a regulation is necessary because an accounting retroactive effect of the merger to the beginning of January 1, 

2021 is no longer possible if the accounting of the companies involved has been completed for the year 2021 or the consequences of the 

merger in this accounting can no more be taken into account. In this case, a new closing balance must be drawn up on 31 December 2021 and 

the merger's balance sheet must be drawn back to 1 January 2022. If there is a further delay in the entry into force of the merger beyond 28 

February of the following year, the reference dates will be postponed accordingly by another year. 

264 If the merger does not take effect before the end of 28 February 2022 by entry in the commercial register of LOEININE's registered 

office, the entry in the register shall only occur after LEONINE’s and Odeon’s annual general meetings in the year 2022. This prevents the 

merger from taking place before LEONINE’s and Odeon’s annual general meetings which decide on the appropriation of profits for the 2021 

financial year, although a new closing balance sheet of Odeon must be drawn up on the reference date of 31 December 2021 and the merger's 

balance sheet as at 1 January 2022 will be withdrawn. This ensures that the net profits of LEONINE and Odeon of the 2021 financial year can 

still be distributed to the respective shareholders in such a case. If necessary, LEONINE and Odeon will ensure this by means of a 

corresponding addendum to the register application. The above statements apply accordingly if the entry is delayed beyond February 28 of the 

following year. 

VIII. Condition precedent (Section 9 of the merger agreement) 

265 Pursuant to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG, the share transfer resolution  (squeeze-out) takes effect at the same time as the entry of 

the merger in the commercial register of the acquiring company's registered office. To ensure that the merger agreement in turn only takes 

effect when the share transfer resolution is entered in the commercial register, the parties have agreed a corresponding condition precedent in 

Section 9 Item 9.1 of the merger agreement. 

266 The approval of LEONINE’s general meeting to the merger agreement would only be required if, according to Section 62 Para. 2 

Sentence 1 UmwG, LEONINE’s shareholders, whose shares together would reach the twentieth part of the share capital, would require the 

convening of a general meeting, in which a resolution on the approval of the merger was adopted. LEONINE's sole shareholder, LEONINE 

Holding GmbH, has declared to LEONINE that it will not exercise this right and has waived this right in advance in writing. The parties have 

drawn attention to this in Section 9 Item 9.1 of the merger agreement. 

IX. Real estate property (Section 10 of the merger agreement) 

267 In Section 10 of the merger agreement it is indicated that Odeon's assets do not include any real estate properties. 

X. Costs (Section 11 of the merger agreement) 

268 Section 11 of the merger agreement regulates that the costs incurred by the conclusion of this agreement and its execution - exception of 

the costs, to be borne by Odeon, of Odeon’s general meeting, which adopts the resolution to transfer shares - shall be borne by LEONINE if 

the merger does not take effect. The cost of the preparation of this agreement shall be borne by each party itself. 
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XI. Final provisions (Section 12 of the merger agreement) 

269 Section 12 of the merger agreement contains a regulation should individual provisions of this agreement be or become invalid or 

unenforceable, this shall not affect the validity of the agreement in other respects. The parties undertake to adopt, instead of the invalid or 

unenforceable provision, a regulation which is valid and enforceable and which comes closest to what the parties would have intended with the 

invalid or unenforceable provision if they had considered the invalidity or unenforceability. The same applies if loopholes in the agreement 

have to be closed. 

H. Planned (subsequent) spin-off of the Odeon Business Unit 

270 Odeon's existing operation at will retain its identity even after the merger (hereinafter: "Odeon Business Unit"). After the merger takes 

effect, the LEONINE intends to spin-off the Odeon Business Unit, as a whole, with the continued existence of LEONINE, to Odeon Holding 

GmbH, Munich, a 100% subsidiary of LEONINE Holding GmbH, Munich, in accordance with Section  123 Para. 2 No. 1 UmwG (spin-off by 

way of absorption). 

271 Odeon's and LEONINE's Board members are of the opinion that information on the planned spin-off of the Odeon part of the business 

after entry into force of the merger in the context of the merger reports is not required, since the submission of a merger report is not required 

and occurs here merely as a precaution, a spin-off of the Odeon Business Unit will only take place if the merger takes effect, a corresponding 

spin-off and takeover agreement has not yet been agreed, and LEONINE Holding, which holds 100% of the shares in both LEONINE and 

Odeon's Holding, has stated to Odeon's and LEONINE's Board members that it will waive the submission of a spin-off report by means of a 

declaration to be notarized (Section 127 Sentence 2 in conjunction with Section 8 Para. 3 UmwG). 

272 The provision of information by Odeon's and LEONINE's Boards of Directors in this report on the planned (subsequent) spin-off of the 

Odeon subsidiary is therefore only a highly precautionary measure. 

I. Presentation of the entities involved in the planned spin-off 

1. Odeon Holding GmbH 

a) Company's history 

aa) Foundation 

273 Odeon Holding GmbH was established as a limited liability company by LEONINE Holding on April 26, 2021, but has not yet been 

entered in the Commercial Register of the Munich Local Court. LEONINE Holding will be the sole shareholder of Odeon Holding GmbH. 

bb) LEONINE Group 

274 Odeon Holding GmbH will be part of the LEONINE Group. 
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b) Legal form, registered office, financial year and corporate purpose 

275 Odeon Holding GmbH will be a limited liability company under German law with its registered office in Munich. It will be entered in the 

Commercial Register of the Local Court of Munich. The financial year will be the calendar year. 

276 The statutory object of Odeon Holding GmbH is to acquire, hold, dispose of and manage rights and interests in companies operating in 

the audiovisual sector in Germany and abroad, as well as to acquire, hold, dispose of and manage other assets and to conduct all transactions in 

connection therewith, provided that no official permit is required. Furthermore, the object of Odeon Holding GmbH is to participate in the 

management of subsidiaries and affiliated companies and to provide administrative, consulting and other services to subsidiaries or affiliated 

companies which do not require a license. Ode-on Holding GmbH is entitled to establish companies and branches in Germany and abroad and 

to take all actions which are directly or indirectly conducive to achieving the aforementioned object. 

c) Capital and shareholders 

aa) Share capital 

277 Odeon Holding GmbH's share capital is EUR 25.000,00 and is divided into in 25,000 shares in the nominal amount of EUR 1.00 each. 

278 Each share in the nominal amount of EUR 1.00 each grants one vote. There are no restrictions on voting rights or the transfer of shares 

(apart from the applicable statutory provisions) and there are no Odeon shares with special rights. 

bb) Shareholders 

279 LEONINE Holding, entered in the commercial register of the Munich Local Court under HRB 246195, will hold all shares of Odeon 

Holding GmbH  

d) Executive bodies 

280 Pursuant to Section 6 of the Articles of Association of Odeon Holding GmbH, Odeon Holding GmbH will have one or more managing 

directors who will be appointed and dismissed by the shareholders' meeting. 

281 Odeon Holding GmbH's management board currently consists of the following persons: 

- Jens Mezger 

- Yves Patrick Ballas 

282 According to Section 7 of the articles of association, Odeon Holding GmbH is represented by two managing directors acting jointly or by 

one managing director acting jointly with the holder of a special statutory power Prokurist. If one managing director is available they shall 

represent the company acting alone. 
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e) Business activity and participations 

283 Odeon Holding GmbH has not been engaged in any activities to date. The company was established in April 2021 so that the Odeon sub-

operation can be spun off to Odeon Holding GmbH after the company has been entered in the commercial register and after the merger has 

become effective. 

284 Odeon Holding GmbH has no participations. 

f) Employees 

285 The company has no employees. 

2. LEONINE 

286 On LEONINE including the Odeon / Odeon Business Unit merged with them in the event of the entry into force of the merger, reference 

is made to the information in this report under Section B., margin no. 11 to margin no. 157. 

II. Significant grounds for the planned spin-off 

287 The planned merger squeeze-out enables the exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders. Accordingly, the significant grounds of the 

planned squeeze-out under merger law (cf. section C.) are also significant grounds for the planned spin-off. In addition, the spin-off following 

a squeeze-out under merger-law ultimately enables the Odeon Business Unit to be held again as an independent company (after spin-off then: 

Odeon Holding GmbH) within the LEONINE Group, but without minority shareholders. 

III. Alternatives to the planned spin-off after merger by way of exclusion of Odeon's minority shareholders 

288 In the opinion of LEONINE and Odeon, possible alternatives to the merger, in connection with which a squeeze-out of Odeon's minority 

shareholders occurs, are either not suitable for achieving the goals described or would have significant disadvantages compared to the chosen 

legal procedure (cf. Section 170., margin no. 1722 et seqq.). 

IV. Decision for the planned spin-off by way of absorption 

289 The Board of Directors intends a spin-off by way of absorption in accordance with Section 123 Para. 2 No. 1 UmwG and therefore no 

spin-off for a new company (Section 123 Para. 2 No. 2 UmwG). The spin-off by way of absorption differs from the start-up in that the 

acquiring legal entity (here Odeon Holding GmbH) already existed before the spin-off. This enables the conclusion of a profit transfer 

agreement between LEONINE Holding and Odeon Holding GmbH (controlled company) and its corresponding entry in the commercial 

register of Odeon Holding GmbH before entry into force of the planned spin-off. Since the spin-off by way of absorption, unlike the spin-off 

that preserves the situation, requires a spin-off test for a new company, however, LEONINE Holding, which holds 100% of the shares in both 

LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH, can waive the submission of a spin-off report by means of a declaration to be notarized (Section 127 

Sentence 2 in conjunction with Section 8 Para. 3 UmwG), it is planned that there are no additional costs compared to the proportionate spin-off 

for start-up. 
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V. Spin-Off Assets 

290 The existing business at Odeon will retain its identity even after the merger (hereinafter: "Odeon Business Unit"). Spin-Off Assets in the 

legal sense is the entire Odeon Business Unit, in particular the assets, liabilities and contractual relationships to be assigned to the Odeon 

Business Unit, including Odeon's subsidiaries, hereinafter “Spin-Off Assets”. 

291 On the Odeon Business Unit, please see the statements on Odeon under Section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 

werden.., margin no. 11 et seqq. 

VI. Merger by way of exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders for the preparation of the planned spin-off 

292 In preparation for the planned spin-off, the merger by way of exclusion of the Odeon's minority shareholders is planned (cf. Sections 

Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. to G. of this report.) 

VII. Legal implementation of the planned spin-off 

1. Overview 

293 LEONINE intends to completely separate from the Odeon Business Unit after entry into force of the merger and completely spin-off the 

Odeon Business Unit by way of the spin-off by way of absorption in accordance with UmwG to Odeon Holding GmbH. 

294 It is therefore intended that the transfer of the Spin-Off Assets from LEONINE to Odeon Holding GmbH will take place without 

consideration. The prerequisite for this is that LEONINE Holding waives the granting of shares by means of a declaration to be notarized 

(Section 127 Sentence 2 in conjunction with Sections 68 Para. 1 Sentence 3, 54 Para. 1 Sentence 3 UmwG). 

2. Transferring and acquiring entities 

295 LEONINE as the transferring legal entity and Odeon Holding GmbH as the acquiring legal entity are involved in the planned spin-off. 

3. Spin-Off Assets 

296 The assets that are to be transferred by LEONINE to Odeon Holding GmbH by way of the spin-off consist of the entire Odeon Business 

Unit, in particular the assets, liabilities and contractual relationships that can be allocated to the Odeon Business Unit, including Odeon's 

subsidiaries. 

297 The allocation of the acquisition costs of the shares in LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH in the course of the spin-off is carried out at 

LEONINE Holding in the ratio of the carrying amounts of the Odeon business unit to the total carrying amount of LEONINE based on values 

at the date of the spin-off. 

4. Spin-off according to Section 123 Para. 2 No. 1 UmwG (spin-off by way of absorption) 
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298 From a legal point of view, the spin-off should be considered a spin-off by way of absorption in accordance with Section 123 Para. 2 No. 

1 UmwG. According to this, LEONINE as the transferring legal entity shall transfer part of its assets as a whole by way of absorption to 

Odeon Holding GmbH as the acquiring legal entity. As the acquiring legal entity, Odeon Holding GmbH shall not grant any consideration for 

the transfer of the Spin-Off Assets. 

5. Spin-off and takeover agreement 

299 It is planned that LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH will conclude a notarized spin-off and takeover agreement, which shall be 

presented to LEONINE's general meeting and Odeon Holding GmbH's general meeting for approval beforehand. It shall contain the required 

mandatory details for the spin-off in accordance with Section 126 UmwG. These are among other things regulations on the determination of 

the Spin-Off Assets as well as details of the transfer of the Spin-Off Assets and the return services to be granted for this.  

6. Spin-off date, tax transfer date and postponement of the reference dates 

300 The transfer of the Spin-Off Assets is to take place in the relationship between LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH for commercial 

accounting purposes, in each case with economic effect on 2 January 2021, at midnight 0.00 AM (hereinafter "Spin-Off Date"). From this 

point on, in the relationship between LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH, the transactions relating to the Spin-Off Assets shall be carried 

out for commercial accounting purposes for the account of Odeon Holding GmbH. 

301 The tax transfer date for the spin-off shall be 1 January 2021, at midnight (12.00 PM) (hereinafter "tax transfer date"). 

302 It is intended that if the spin-off is not entered should be entered in the LEONINE's commercial register by the end of 28 February 2022 

that the spin-off date shall be on 1 January 2022, at midnight (0.00 AM) and the tax transfer date on 31 December 2021, at midnight (12.00 

PM). In the event of a further delay of the entry on 28 February 2022 of the following year, the respective reference date is postponed by a 

further year. 

7. Spin-off report, spin-off audit and spin-off audit report 

303 It is intended that no spin-off report will be issued in accordance with Section 127 Sentence 2 in conjunction with Section 8 Para. 3 

Sentence 1 UmwG. This requires that LEONINE Holding waive the issue of a spin-off report in a notarized declaration. 

304 It is intended that no audit of the spin-off agreement or its draft in accordance with Section 125 Sentence 1 in conjunction with Section 9 

Para. 3, Section 8 Para. 3 Sentence 1 HS 1 UmwG will be carried out. This requires that LEONINE Holding waive the audit of the spin-off 

agreement or its draft.  

305 It is intended not to submit any spin-off audit agreement (Section 125 Sentence 1 in conjunction with Section 12 Para. 3, Section 8 Para. 

3 Sentence 1 half-sentence 1 UmwG). This requires that LEONINE Holding waive the audit of the spin-off agreement or its draft. 

8. LEONINE's General Meeting and  Odeon Holding GmbH's general meeting 

306 Spin-off and takeover agreement shall only take effect when it is approved by LEONINE's general meeting as well as Odeon Holding 

GmbH's general meeting in each case with a majority of at least three quarters of the capital stock or share capital represented at the time of the 

adoption of the resolution (Section 125 Sentence 1 in conjunction with Sections 13 Para. 1, 65 Para. 1 UmwG). 
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307 It is intended that LEONINE Holding as sole shareholder or owner of LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH waive the right to challenge 

the resolution adopted by the shareholders' meeting or general meeting and bring an action against the merger resolutions. 

9. Applications for entry and registration of the spin-off in the commercial register 

308 After the approval by LEONINE's general meeting and Odeon Holding GmbH's general meeting of the spin-off LEONINE's Board of 

Directors and Odeon Holding GmbH's management board must apply for entry of the spin-off in the commercial register (Sections 129, 125 

Sentence 1 in conjunction with Section 16 Para. 1 UmwG). 

309 LEONINE's balance sheet must be appended to the application for entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's commercial register as the closing 

balance sheet (Section 125 Sentence 1 in conjunction with Section 17 Para. 2 UmwG). 

310 It is intended to use LEONINE's balance sheet as at 1 January 2021, at midnight (12.00 PM) prepared with due regard for the regulations 

on the annual balance sheet. 

311 The spin-off only takes effect upon its entry into LEONINE's commercial register at the Munich Local Court. Beforehand, the spin-off 

must have been entered into Odeon Holding GmbH's commercial register at the Munich Local Court. Upon its entry into LEONINE's 

commercial register at the Munich Local Court the Spin-Off Assets are transferred to Odeon Holding GmbH by law to the extent provided for 

in accordance with the (to-be-concluded) spin-off and takeover agreement  in its entirety by way of partial universal succession. The registry 

courts shall in each case notify the entry of the spin-off in the commercial register in the electronic information and communication system 

specified by the respective regional administration of justice in accordance with Section 10 HGB (www.registerbekanntmachungen.de). 

312 On the assumption that Odeon's merger into LEONINE takes effect no later than at the end of November 2021, it is planned that the 

conclusion of the spin-off agreement as well as the application for entry of the spin-off will take place even in December 2021 and thus the 

spin-off will take effect before the end of LEONINE's financial year. 

313 Should the merger only take effect in the year 2022 or in a subsequent year, the conclusion of a spin-off agreement and thus the possible 

time of the entry into force of the planned spin-off shall be postponed. The spin-off date and Tax Transfer Date must then be (amended) 

stipulated – taking into account the (then) valid regulations. 

10. Effects of the entries in the commercial register 

314 Upon the entry in the commercial register of the entities involved, the spin-off takes effect. The Spin-Off Assets are thus transferred to 

Odeon Holding GmbH by law by way of the partial universal succession. Any deficiencies of the notarization of the spin-off and takeover 

agreement are remedied by the entry in the commercial register. 

11. Costs and taxes associated with the planned spin-off 

315 The costs of the planned spin-off and its implementation are made up of external one-off costs and taxes. 

316 The direct costs of the planned spin-off are expected to amount a total of around EUR 100,000. They are essentially made up of costs for 

external consultants and other costs (recording costs, costs for application for entry in registers, taxes and fees etc.). These costs are essentially 

borne by LEONINE.  

http://www.registerbekanntmachungen.de/
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VIII. Accounting, tax and other effects of the planned spin-off 

1. Accounting effects of the planned spin-off 

317 Upon an entry into force of the spin-off by the end of 28 February 2022 the spin-off of the Odeon Business Units to Odeon Holding 

GmbH shall take place at the start of 2 January 2021 (in the case of a delay of the entry into force of the spin-off a regulation in accordance 

with the remarks presented in margin no. 302 and 313 shall be included in the spin-off agreement). From this reference date the Odeon 

Business Units's acts are considered to be carried out for the account of Odeon Holding GmbH on the balance sheet. Odeon Holding GmbH's 

balance sheet as at 1 January 2021 is considered to be the closing balance sheet. 

318 On the commercial balance sheet, the spin-off is a transaction caused by the corporate relationship and not a current business transaction 

of the spinning-off entity, so that at LEONINE no expenses or income affecting the annual result may result from the transaction. The spin-off 

of a positive asset balance at book values reduces the transferring entity LEONINE's shareholders' equity on the balance sheet (IDW RS HFA 

43 note. 12). At the time of this report, LEONINE's capital reserves are higher than the book value of the spun-off assets of the Odeon 

Business Units, so that a reduction of the subscribed capital is not required.  

319 As a result of the spin-off, Odeon Holding GmbH must report the acquired assets and liabilities on the balance sheet instead of 

LEONINE. 

320 For the acquiring company Odeon Holding GmbH the spin-off by way of absorption is regarded as an acquisition transaction and thus as 

an acquisition of the transferred assets. In accordance with Section 123 in conjunction with Section 24 UmwG, Odeon Holding GmbH has the 

option in terms of recognition on the commercial balance sheet to continue the book values of the transferred assets and liabilities on Odeon's 

closing balance sheet or, recognize the actual acquisition costs in accordance with Sections 253 Para. 1, 255 Para. 1 HGB, i.e. in accordance 

with the exchange principles in the amount of the book value of the shares to be sold, in the amount of the fair value of the shares to be sold or 

in the amount of the intermediate value recognized directly in equity. Odeon Holding GmbH intends to recognize the merger in accordance 

with the general acquisition cost principle and the general exchange principles directly in equity and recognize the acquired assets and 

liabilities at their book value. 

321 Depending on the valuation of the transferred assets and liabilities at amortized book values or fair values, a spin-off profit in the amount 

of the transferred assets and liabilities from LEONINE's closing balance sheet results for the acquiring company Odeon Holding GmbH. In the 

case of an effective tax group, the spin-off profit does not increase the shareholders' equity of Odeon Holding GmbH, as it is transferred to the 

controlling company under the profit and loss transfer agreement. 

322 A spin-off profit arises in the year of the spin-off under civil law upon the entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's commercial register. At the 

time of the preparation of this report, the recognition of the book values at Odeon Holding GmbH results in a spin-off profit on the commercial 

balance sheet of approx. EUR 12,212,676 

2. Tax effects of the planned spin-off 

a) Effects of the planned spin-off for LEONINE 

323 The consequences of the spin-off under corporation and trade tax law for LEONINE result from Sections 15 in conjunction with Section 

11 and 19 UmwStG. 
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324 LEONINE's income and assets are to be determined as if the Odeon Business Unit LEONINE had been transferred to Odeon Holding 

GmbH at the end of the tax transfer date (Section 2 Para. 1 Sentence 1 UmwStG). Therefore, LEONINE as the transferring company has to 

prepare an overall closing balance sheet for tax purposes as well as, in addition, a partial closing balance sheet relating to the transferring assets 

as at the transfer date for tax purposes. (UmwStE of 11.11.11, note 15.14). The remaining assets are to be recognized in accordance with 

general tax recognition and valuation principles, since Section 15 UmwStG is of no significance in this respect. The tax transfer date for the 

spin-off is the date on which LEONINE, as the transferring entity, must prepare its closing balance sheet under commercial law. This is 

(subject to a change of the effective date cf. margin no. 302 and 313) of 1 January 2021, at midnight 12:00 PM. 

325 The spin-off of the Odeon Business Units to Odeon Holding GmbH means that the transferred assets, including intangible assets not 

acquired for consideration and internally generated assets, must generally be recognized at fair value on Odeon's closing tax balance sheet. 

(Section 11 Para. 1 Sentence 1 UmwStG). If the fair market value is higher than the net asset value (tax equity) of the transferring company, 

this will result in the disclosure of hidden reserves. As a result of the disclosure of any hidden reserves, the corporate income tax and the trade 

tax income of LEONINE could increase. By exercising the option to continue the book value provided for in Section 15 in conjunction with 11 

Para. 2 UmwStG, the disclosure of hidden reserves can generally be avoided.  

326 The prerequisite for a book value application in the context of a spin-off or a tax-neutral spin-off is, according to Section 15 Para. 1 in 

conjunction with Section 11 Para. 2 and Section 13 Para. 2 UmwStG, that in each case a business unit is transferred to the acquiring 

corporation and that a business unit remains with the transferring corporation. A business unit is the totality of the assets and liabilities of a 

part of a company which, from an organizational point of view, constitute an independent business, i.e. a unit capable of functioning from its 

own resources. A business unit includes all functionally significant business assets as well as assets that can be allocated to this business unit 

according to economic relationships. Taking these conditions into account, LEONINE would have to prove to the tax office that it has two 

business units (Licensing and Production Business) as at the effective date of the Spin-off for tax purposes, of which only one business unit 

(Odeon Business Unit) will be transferred to Odeon Holding GmbH. In accordance with Section 15 Para. 1 Sentence 3 UmwStG, the 

participation in a corporation is also considered a business unit if it comprises the entire nominal capital of the company. However, according 

to UmwStE 11.11.2011 note 15.06, this does not apply if a 100 % participation is to be attributed to a business unit as a functionally essential 

business asset. This is the case with the Odeon Business Unit, so that the Odeon Subsidiaries do not represent independent partial operations 

within the meaning of the UmwStG but are a part of the entire Odeon Business Unit, since they represent a functionally essential operating 

basis of the Odeon Business Units due to their economic functions.  

327 A further prerequisite for the book value transfer is, in accordance with Section 15 Para. 2 UmwStG, that the 100% participations in 

corporations were not acquired within 3 years prior to the spin-off. However, since the Odeon participations represent an integral part and thus 

an essential operating basis of the original Odeon Business Unit, this restriction does not apply, so that a book value application is possible. 

328 Furthermore, the requirements of the book value application are met if LEONINE Holding does not sell more than 20% of the shares in 

LEONINE nor Odeon Holding GmbH to outside shareholders within 5 years after the spin-off date.  

329 The required book value application must be submitted to the tax office responsible for taxation of LEONINE according to Sections 20, 

26 AO. If this option, whose substantive requirements are met, is exercised, the spin-off can be carried out at book value and thus be income 

tax neutral to that extent. 

330 The reduction of the transferring corporation's assets on the tax balance sheet resulting from the disposal of the transferred operating 

assets within the scope of the spin-off is caused under company law and is therefore not tax-efficient for LEONINE and must be adjusted 

outside the balance sheet. In the case of a spin-off, a so-called spin-off profit results if the book value of the transferred liabilities exceeds the 

book value of the transferred assets. This profit is to be transferred to the capital reserve within the meaning of Section 272 Para. 2 No. 4 HGB. 

https://beck-online.beck.de/?typ=reference&y=200&d=2011-11-11&ge=BMF
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In the reverse case of the exceeding assets, a spin-off loss results, which can be covered from free reserves, but also by using a capital 

reduction amount. (Dötsch, Stimpel, in D/P/M, Section 15 UmwStG note 276, last revised: 01.03.2021). As at the date of this report, the 

anticipated spin-off loss of LEONINE upon filing a book value application amounts to EUR 12,022,105, which is fully covered by the capital 

reserve (EUR 14,585,607).  

331 In the case of the spin-off of the Odeon Business Unit, offsettable losses, income, interest carried forward and EBITDA carried forward 

within the meaning of the interest barrier of the transferring corporation LEONINE are reduced in the ratio in which the assets are transferred 

to another corporation on the basis of the fair market value. As a rule, the ratio of the fair market value corresponds to the spin-off key. 

(UmwStE of 11.11.11, note 15.41). 

b) Effects on Odeon's subsidiaries 

332 LEONINE holds a 100% direct interest in Odeon's subsidiaries, namely Odeon Fiction GmbH and Odeon Entertainment GmbH, as at the 

retroactive spin-off (subject to a change of the effective date, cf. margin no. 302 and 313 ) at the end of 1 January 2021, at midnight (12.00 

PM). Due to the spin-off and transfer of these participations to Odeon Holding GmbH, a harmful acquisition of participations according to 

Section 8c KStG takes place at Odeon's subsidiaries as a result of a 100% change of shareholders, which results in a complete forfeiture of 

losses at Odeon Fiction GmbH.  

333 However, the group clause according to Section 8c Para. 1 S. 4 No. 3 KStG is applicable, since the same entity LEONINE Holding holds 

100% of the shares in the transferring legal entity LEONINE and in the acquiring entity Odeon Holding GmbH. The losses carried forward of 

Odeon's subsidiaries as at the spin-off date 1 January 2021 (subject to a reference date change, cf. margin no. 302 and 313) will thus be 

retained. As at the date of this report, Odeon Fiction GmbH has corporate income tax losses carried forward in the amount of approximately 

EUR 7,705,156 and trade tax losses carried forward of approximately EUR 7.877.764. 

c) Effects of the planned spin-off for Odeon Holding GmbH 

334 The consequences of the spin-off under corporate and trade tax law for Odeon Holding GmbH result from Sections 15, 12 and 19 

UmwStG. 

335 Odeon Holding GmbH's income and assets are determined as if the Odeon Business Unit had been transferred to Odeon Holding GmbH 

at the end of the tax transfer date (probably 1 January 2021, subject to a reference date change, cf. margin no. 303 and 313). (Section 2 Para. 1 

Sentence 1 UmwStG). Within the scope of the spin-off, Odeon Holding GmbH has to take over the assets of the Odeon Business Units 

transferred to it with the values contained in the partial closing balance sheet of LEONINE for tax purposes. (Section 12 Para. 1 UmwStG). 

When recognizing the fair market value on LEONINE's closing balance sheet for tax purposes, the assets are also recognized at fair market 

value by Odeon Holding GmbH. Odeon Holding GmbH enters into LEONINE's legal position for tax purposes, e.g. with regard to the 

assessment of depreciation, previous ownership periods or holding periods. Any claims and liabilities of the Odeon Business Unit arising from 

the tax debt relationship are thus transferred to Odeon Holding GmbH. Any losses or interest carried forward of the Odeon Business Unit for 

corporate income tax and trade tax purposes, however, are not transferred and can therefore not be used by Odeon Holding GmbH. 

336 In the event of a continuation of the book value in the closing balance sheet of LEONINE for tax purposes, the assets are also to be 

recognized at book value at Odeon Holding GmbH. Both the recognition of the fair values and the book value continuation would result in a 

spin-off profit at the Odeon Holding GmbH at the time of the preparation of this report, as the assets taken over exceed the liabilities taken 

over of the Odeon Business Units. The spin-off profit minus the costs of the spin-off - would also be taxable at 5% in the case of a spin-off at 

Odeon Holding GmbH according to the tax authorities and court rulings (Section 12 Para. 2 Sentence 2 UmwStG). In the event of a spin-off 
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loss, this loss would not be fully deductible for tax purposes on the basis of Section 12 Para. 2 Sentence 1 UmwStG. Unlike on the commercial 

balance sheet, the spin-off profit arises retroactively already as at 1 January 2021 and is to be taken into account in the assessment 2021 Odeon 

Holding GmbH; this applies subject to a reference date change, cf. margin no. 303 and 313. The fact that Odeon Holding GmbH was only 

founded in the course of the year 2021 is irrelevant, as it is already a taxable entity as at the tax transfer date (UmwStE v. 11.11.2011, note 

2.11). The spin-off profit is due to the intended income tax grouping with LEONINE Holding to be assessed at the level of the controlling 

company. At the time of the preparation of this report, the book values of Odeon Holding GmbH result in a spin-off profit in the amount of 

approximately EUR 12,022,105, which is subject to taxation in the amount of 5%. 

d) Effects of the planned spin-off for LEONINE Holding 

337 Since LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH do not have a 100 % shareholding relationship with each other, a deemed sale and 

acquisition of shares takes place in the joint company LEONINE Holding according to Section 13 UmwStG. Due to the tax consequences of 

the spin-off for LEONINE Holding as LEONINE's shareholder, Section 15 para. 1 UmwStG declares Section 13 UmwStG to be applicable 

mutatis mutandis, according to which a book value continuation for the shareholder LEONINE Holding is possible upon separate application. 

If the conditions for a continuation of the book value for the spin-off of the Odeon Business Units are met at LEONINE, a reduction of the 

acquisition costs at LEONINE and an increase of the acquisition costs at Odeon Holding GmbH are recognized directly in equity at LEONINE 

Holding. The book value of the old shares in the transferring LEONINE shall either be allocated to the participation in Odeon Holding GmbH 

on the basis of the exchange ratio according to the spin-off agreement, otherwise the allocation shall be made according to the ratio of the fair 

market value of the transferred assets to the assets existing prior to the spin-off. (UmwStE v. 11.11.2011, margin no. 15.43). However, if the 

book value requirements are not met, LEONINE Holding will dispose of its share of the fair market value, which, based on the fair market 

value, corresponds to the transferred part of the business assets. This results in the disclosure of the hidden reserves at LEONINE Holding in 

accordance with Section 13 Para. 1 UmwStG (UmwStE of 11.11.2011, margin no. 15.12).  

3. Other effects of the planned spin-off 

a) Protection of the creditors and the holders of special rights 

338 The entry into force of the planned spin-off will have an effect on LEONINE's and Odeon Holding GmbH's liability in each case as 

follows: 

339 Pursuant to Section 133 Para. 1 and Para. 3 UmwG LEONINE is jointly and severally liable for the fulfilment of the liabilities transferred 

to Odeon Holding GmbH if they fall due within five years from the announcement of the entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's commercial 

register and claims against LEONINE are determined therefrom by a court or in another manner described in Section 133 UmwG or a judicial 

or official enforcement action is taken or applied for. However, it must be taken into account that no liabilities will be spun off directly. 

Pursuant to Section 133 Para. 1 and Para. 3 UmwG, Odeon Holding GmbH will be jointly and severally liable for the fulfilment of the 

liabilities remaining with LEONINE which have already been established prior to the entry into force of the spin-off, if they fall due within 

five years from the announcement of the entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's commercial register and claims against Odeon Holding GmbH 

are determined by court or in another manner described in Section 133 UmwG or if a judicial or official enforcement action is taken or applied 

for. For pension obligations in accordance with the German Company Pensions Act [Betriebsrentengesetz], an extended liability of ten years 

from the announcement of the entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's commercial register applies. 

340 Furthermore, LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH are jointly and severally liable according to Section 133 para. 2 UmwG for the 

fulfilment of the obligation to grant equivalent rights according to Section 125 in conjunction with Section 23 UmwG. In the present case, 

however, there are currently no such rights vis-à-vis LEONINE as the transferring entity. 
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341 In the internal relationship between LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH, it is intended to provide for regulations on the allocation of 

liability in the spin-off and takeover agreement (to be concluded), which are to apply. In view of the planned capital and financial resources of 

both companies, the indemnification claims are expected to valid. 

342 Pursuant to Sections 22, 125 Sentence 1, 133 Para. 1 Sentence 2 UmwG, LEONINE's and Odeon Holding GmbH's creditors may demand 

security for their claims from the company within a period of six months after announcement of the entry of the spin-off in LEONINE's and 

Odeon Holding GmbH's commercial register, respectively, against which their respective claims are directed. The prerequisite for this is that 

the creditors are unable to obtain satisfaction at the relevant time and register their claims in writing, stating the reason for and the amount of 

their claims, and that they can credibly demonstrate that the fulfilment of their claims is jeopardized by the spin-off. LEONINE's Boards 

assume that the entry into force of the spin-off will not jeopardize any claims of creditors of LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH, 

respectively, and that LEONINE respectively Odeon Holding GmbH will therefore not be obliged to provide security in accordance with 

Sections 22, 125 Sentence 1, 133 Para. 1 Sentence 2 UmwG. This applies to Odeon Holding GmbH in particular against the background that it 

is not operationally active until the entry into force of the spin-off and has no external creditors. 

b) Effect of the planned spin-off on LEONINE's shareholders  

343 After the entry into force of the spin-off, all LEONINE's shareholders will continue to have an interest in LEONINE and thus in 

LEONINE's remaining business activities to the same extent. The number of shares issued by LEONINE's will not be changed by the spin-off. 

The rights of LEONINE's shareholders will also not change as a result of the spin-off. The LEONINE's ownership structure will also not 

change as a result of the spin-off. 

c) Effects on the external financing 

344 The spin-off has no direct effects on LEONINE's existing external financing. 

4. The Odeon Business Unit after the spin-off 

345 Upon the entry into force of the planned spin-off Odeon's Business Unit will be in the Odeon Holding GmbH. 

5. Odeon Holding GmbH's financial position, results of operations and cash flows after the spin-off 

346 Since - as described above - the business of the Odeon Business Unit will be continued and the assets and liabilities before the merger / 

after the spin-off remain in the same amount, there is no significant change in the net assets, financial position and results of operations of 

Odeon Holding GmbH compared to the economic situation of the Odeon Business Unit before the merger.  

6. Relationships between Odeon Holding GmbH and LEONINE's-Group after the planned spin-off 

347 After the entry into force of the spin-off legal and business relationships will exist between Odeon Holding GmbH and LEONINE's 

Group.  

7. Contractual relationships 
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348 Since the business of the Odeon Business Unit will be continued, the agreement relations of Odeon Holding GmbH with the other 

companies of the LEONINE's Group will be the same as the previous agreement relations of Odeon's and Odeon's Group with the companies 

of the LEONINE's Group. LEONINE's-Group (on this, see the statements in this merger report). 

8. Financing 

349 It is planned that Odeon Holding GmbH will join the syndicated loan agreement which LEONINE Group has concluded with its 

syndicate banks on 1 October 2020 and thus obtain access to the revolving credit facility under this agreement. The conditions for the 

accession of Odeon Holding GmbH and its subsidiaries to the credit agreement are already set out in the contractual documents.. 

IX. Consequences of the planned spin-off for the employees and their representatives 

a) Individual rights consequences for the employees 

350 In the case of the spin-off the following applies for employees: 

351 Upon entry into force of the aforementioned spin-off and the associated transfer of business, all employment relationships attributable to 

the Odeon Business Unit existing at the time of the entry into force of the spin-off ("spin-off date") with the LEONINE shall be transferred to 

Odeon Holding GmbH without any change in content in accordance with Section 613a BGB in conjunction with Section 324 UmwG. Odeon 

Holding GmbH shall, by operation of law, take over the period of employment spent or recognized at the LEONINE up to the spin-off date, so 

that this period of employment shall not be interrupted but shall be continued at the Odeon Holding GmbH. This does not apply to employees 

who object to the transfer of their employment relationship or to employees who left the company before the spin-off date. 

352 In connection with the aforementioned spin-off, no organizational changes are planned, in particular no plant closures, mergers, staff 

rationalization or transfers. 

353 The Odeon Business Unit does not have any company pension commitments (including current benefit obligations to retirees and vested 

benefits to former employees).  

354 Both LEONINE as well as Odeon Holding GmbH do not have any employer / works council agreements, company-wide employer / 

works council agreements or Group employer / works council agreements. 

355 Both LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH are currently not members of an employers' association and not bound by collective 

agreements. There are also no collective agreements that have been declared generally binding with respect to the operations of either of these 

companies.  

356 Termination by the respective employer of the employment relationships transferring upon effectiveness of the spin-off due to the transfer 

of business caused by the spin-off shall be invalid (Section 613a para. 4 sentence 1 German Civil Code). The right to give notice of termination 

for other reasons, remains unaffected in accordance with Section 613a Para. 4 Sentence 2 BGB. The position of the employees under 

termination law shall not deteriorate on the spin-off in accordance with Section 323 Para. 1 UmwG for a period of two years from the spin-off 

date. 
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357 LEONINE's employees to be assigned to the Odeon Business Unit will be informed separately in accordance with Section 613a Para. 5 

BGB. The employees have the right in accordance with Section 613a Para. 6 BGB to object in writing to the transfer of their employment 

relationships to Odeon Holding GmbH within one month after receipt of the notification letter.. 

358 As at the spin-off date, LEONINE is jointly and severally liable with Odeon Holding GmbH for all claims, including those in arrears, 

arising from the transferred employment relationship, provided they arose prior to this date. To the extent that such liabilities are not assigned 

to LEONINE, the latter shall be liable for such liabilities only if they have become due and payable before the expiration of five years after 

such date and claims therefrom have either been determined in a manner specified in Section 197 Para. 1 No. 3 to 5 of the German Civil Code 

or an action for enforcement has been brought or applied for by a court or a public authority; in the case of liabilities under public law, the 

issuance of an administrative act is sufficient. For pension liabilities established prior to the spin-off date on the basis of the German Company 

Pensions Act [Betriebsrentengesetz], the period shall be ten years. Section 133 UmwG shall apply in all other respects. Odeon Holding GmbH 

shall, however, be liable for all claims arising from the employment relationships transferred to it even beyond the aforementioned periods. 

359 The employment relationships of LEONINE's employees remain unchanged through the spin-off, unless explained otherwise hereinafter. 

b) Co-determination 

360  There are no works councils, company-wide works councils, executive employees' committees or representatives of the severely disabled 

at either the LEONINE or the Odeon or the Odeon Holding GmbH. 

c) Consequences for LEONINE's Supervisory Board  

361 The spin-off has no effect on the existence and size of the LEONINE's Supervisory Board and, in principle, on the term of office of its 

members. 

X. Spin-off and takeover agreement 

362 It is planned that LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH conclude a spin-off and takeover agreement in notarized form. It shall contain the 

mandatory information required for the spin-off in accordance with Section 126 UmwG. Pursuant to Section 126 para. 1 UmwG, a spin-off 

agreement or its draft must contain at least the following information: 

- The name and the company name and the register office of the entity involved in the spin-off; 

- The agreement on the transfer of the parts of the assets of the transferring entity in each case as a whole against granting of 

shares or memberships in the acquiring entities; 

-  In the case of a division and spin-off, the exchange ratio of the shares and, if applicable, the amount of the additional cash pay-

ment or information on the membership in the acquiring legal entities; 

- In the case of a demerger and spin-off the details for the transfer of the acquiring entity's shares or on the acquisition of the 

membership in the acquiring entities; 
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- The point in time from which these shares or the membership grant an entitlement to a share in the net income for the year, as 

well as all specifics with regard to this entitlement; 

- The date from which the acts of the transferring entity are deemed to have been performed for the account of each of the acquir-

ing entities (spin-off date); 

- The rights granted by the acquiring entities to individual shareholders and to holders of special rights such as non-voting shares, 

preference shares, multiple voting shares, bonds and participation rights, or the measures provided for such persons; 

- Any special benefit granted to a member of a representative body or a supervisory body of the entity involved in the spin-off, a 

managing shareholder, a partner, an auditor or a spin-off auditor; 

- The exact designation and division of the objects of the assets and liabilities that will be transferred to each of the acquiring legal 

entities, as well as the transferred establishments and parts of establishments under allocation to the acquiring legal entities; 

- In the case of a demerger and spin-off, the apportionment of the shares or memberships of each of the participating entities to the 

shareholders of the transferring entity and the scale for the apportionment; 

- The consequences of the spin-off for the employees and their representatives as well as the anticipated measures. 

363 The explanation of a concrete content of the planned spin-off and takeover agreement does not take place due to the lack of a 

corresponding agreement or draft. It is intended that LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH will not enter into negotiations and vote on a spin-

off and takeover agreement until the merger of Odeon into LEONINE has become effective. 
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[Signatures from management LEONINE and Odeon] 
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- hereinafter: "LEONINE" - 

 

and 

 

2. Odeon Film AG 

Taunusstrasse 21 

80807 Munich 

- hereinafter: "Odeon" - 

 

- LEONINE and Odeon hereinafter also: jointly as the "Parties" or individually as a "Party" -. 
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PRELIMINARY REMARK 

A. LEONINE Licensing AG with registered office in Munich is registered in the commercial register of the Munich Local Court 

under HRB 246725. LEONINE’s share capital amounts to EUR 50,000.00 and is divided into 50,000 no-par value registered 

shares with a proportionate amount of the share capital of EUR 1.00 per share. LEONINE's financial year is the calendar year. 

B. Odeon Film AG with registered office in Munich is registered in the commercial register of the Munich Local Court under 

HRB 188612. Odeon’s share capital is EUR 11,842,770.00 and is divided into 11,842,770 no-par value bearer shares. Odeon’s 

shares are listed on the Regulated Market (General Standard) of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the ISIN DE0006853005. 

Odeon’s shares are also included in the Regulated Unofficial Market of the Berlin, Dusseldorf, Munich and Stuttgart Stock 

Exchanges. Odeon's financial year is the calendar year. 

C. LEONINE currently holds 10,755,795 of Odeon’s shares, representing approximately 90.82% of Odeon’s share capital. LEO-

NINE is Odeon's main shareholder within the meaning of Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 of the German Reorganization Act 

[Umwandlungsgesetz (UmwG)]. LEONINE and Odeon intend to transfer Odeon’s assets as a whole to LEONINE by way of 

merger through absorption to LEONINE. In connection with the merger, an exclusion of Odeon's other shareholders besides 

LEONINE's ("minority shareholders") in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 UmwG in conjunction with Sections 327a to 327 

et seq. German Public Companies Act [AktG] must occur. To this end, Odeon’s general meeting shall decide within three 

months of the conclusion of this agreement on the transfer of the shares of the minority shareholders to LEONINE in return 

for payment of appropriate cash compensation. The merger shall only take effect if the exclusion of the Odeon’s minority 

shareholders and thus the transfer of all shares of Odeon’s minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder also takes 

effect at the same time, which shall be ensured through condition precedent for the validity of this agreement. Conversely, the 

exclusion of the minority shareholders and thus the transfer of the shares of Odeon's minority shareholders to LEONINE as 

LEONINE's main shareholder in accordance with Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG also becomes effective only upon the 

entry of the merger in LEONINE's commercial register. As LEONINE will be the Odeon's sole shareholder upon the entry into 

force of the merger, no shares in LEONINE shall be granted to Odeon’s shareholders. No capital increase by LEONINE to 

implement the merger shall take place. 

Against this background, the parties agree as follows: 

§ 1 PROPERTY TRANSFER; CLOSING BALANCE SHEET; MERGER DATE 

1.1 Odeon as the transferring entity shall transfer its assets as a whole with all rights and obligations under dissolution without 

liquidation according to Section 2 No. 1, Sections 60 et seqq. UmwG to LEONINE as the acquiring entity (merger by absorp-

tion).  

1.2 The merger - subject to the provisions in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. of this merger agreement - 

shall be based on the balance sheet as at 31 December 2020 as final balance sheet of Odeon as the transferring entity provided 

with the unqualified auditor's opinion of Crowe Kleeberg GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich. 

1.3 The acquisition of the Odeon’s assets by LEONINE shall take place - subject to the provisions in Fehler! Verweisquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden. of this merger agreement - in the relationship inter partes with effect from the end of 31 

December 2020, at midnight (24.00 PM). From the start of 1 January 2021, midnight (0.00 AM), (merger date), all of Odeon’s 

actions and transactions are deemed to have been carried out for LEONINE’s account.  
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§ 2 EXCLUSION OF ODEON'S MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS 

2.1 Odeon's minority shareholders shall be excluded in connection with Odeon’s merger into LEONINE in accordance with Section 

62 Para. 1 and 5 UmwG in conjunction with Sections 327a to 327 et seq. of the German Public Companies Act [AktG]. According to 

the deposit receipts appended to this deed as Annex 1, LEONINE today directly holds 10,755,795 of the total of 11,842,770 of Odeon’s 

no-par value bearer shares. This corresponds to 90.82 % of Odeon’s share capital.  

2.2 It is intended that Odeon’s general meeting will issue a resolution pursuant to Section 62 para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG in conjunction 

with Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 AktG ("Share transfer resolution") regarding the transfer of the shares of Odeon’s minority share-

holders to LEONINE as main shareholder in return for the grant of an appropriate amount of cash compensation to be paid by LEONINE 

whose amount shall be determined in the share transfer resolution. The entry of the share transfer resolution in the commercial register 

of the Odeon’s registered office shall be accompanied by the note that it shall take effect only upon the entry of the merger in the register 

of the acquiring company's registered Office (Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG). 

§ 3 SPECIAL RIGHTS AND ADVANTAGES 

3.1 With a purchase agreement dated 1 February 2021, LEONINE acquired from Mr Mischa Hofmann, a member of the Odeon’s 

Board of Directors, the ownership of 661,765 of Odeon’s shares (hereinafter referred to as the "Purchase Agreement"), so that it now 

has approx. 90.82% of Odeon’s shares. The purchase price per share of Odeon was EUR 1.10; the total purchase price for the 661,765 

of Odeon’s shares thus total EUR 727.941,50. If compensation per share of Odeon’s minority shareholders ("expedited shareholder 

action"), which in total exceeds EUR 1.10 per each of Odeon’s shares, is assessed to be appropriate in an expedited shareholder action 

pursuant to the German Law on Shareholder Actions [SpruchG],  the purchase price to be paid by LEONINE to Mr Hofmann for each 

of the 661,765 Odeon’s shares acquired by him shall be increased by the amount by which the overall appropriate compensation per 

Odeon’s share according to the final and absolute decision on appropriate compensation exceeds EUR 1.10 (hereinafter: "purchase 

price increase"). The purchase price increase is due for payment by LEONINE to Mr Hofmann within one month of the final conclusion 

of the expedited shareholder action. 

3.2 No rights – subject to the situations indicated in § 2 and Section 3 Item 3.1 of this Agreement - within the meaning of Section 5 

Para. 1 No 7 UmwG for individual shareholders or for holders of special rights shall be granted. No measures within the meaning of 

Section 5 Para. 1 No. 7 UmwG are intended for such person either. 

3.3 Apart from the circumstances carried out by and described in Section 3 Item 3.1 and Section 3 Item 3.4 of this agreement no 

special advantages within the meaning of Section 5 Para. 8 UmwG shall be granted to a member of the Board of Directors or Supervisory 

Board or to one of the parties' auditor or to the merger auditor or for another person named in this provision. 

3.4 Upon the entry into force of the merger, Mischa Hofmann's position as member of Odeon's Board of Directors and his corre-

sponding mandate shall end. Mr Mischa Hofmann's Board of Directors employment agreement of 18 July 2011 in the version of the 

addendums of 14 September 2011, 10 September 2014, 16. /21 December 2015, 9/12 August 2019 and 15/19 May 2020 was completed 

by 31 December 2024 (hereinafter referred to as the "Board of Directors' Agreement"). In the course of the merger, the Board of 

Directors Agreement shall be transferred to LEONINE. Mr Mischa Hofmann shall also provide his services as member of the Board of 

Directors of the Odeon's legal successor, LEONINE, or as managing director for LEONINE’s affiliates within the meaning of the 

Sections 15 et seqq. AktG. These services shall be compensated with the compensation owed under the Board of Directors' Agreement. 

Special rights, advantages or other benefits have not been promised to Mr Mischa Hofmann - apart from the situation described in 

Section 3 Item 3.1 of this Agreement - either by LEONINE or by Odeon. 

3.5 Upon the entry into force of the merger, the position as an executive body of Odeon's Supervisory Board and its members' 

mandates shall end (see § 7 Item Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). No compensation shall be paid to the current 

members of Odeon's Supervisory Board. 
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The following two members of Odeon’s Supervisory Board also hold senior positions at LEONINE and are expected to retain these 

positions: The Supervisory Board members Dr Markus Frerker (Deputy Chairman) and Mr Stephan Katzmann are at the same time 

members of LEONINE's Board of Directors. 

§ 4 NO RETURN SERVICE 

LEONINE as the acquiring company shall hold all shares in Odeon upon the entry into force of the merger. This is guaranteed by the 

condition precedent for the validity of this Agreement in accordance with § 9 of this Agreement and the legal provision in Section 62 

para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG. Thus, in the context of the merger, no consideration shall be granted. LEONINE as the acquiring company 

may and shall not increase its share capital for the purpose of the merger in accordance with Section 68 Para. 1 number 1 UmwG. 

Accordingly, pursuant to Section 5 Para. 2 UmwG, all information on the exchange of shares provided for in Section 5 Para. 1 numbers 

2 to 5 UmwG shall be omitted. LEONINE as Odeon's sole shareholder upon the entry into force of the merger declares as a precautionary 

measure the waiver of an offer of cash compensation in the merger agreement (Section 29 UmwG). Accordingly, the information on 

cash compensation provided for in Section 29 Para 1 Sentence 1 and 1 [sic] UmwG is omitted. 

§ 5 CONSEQUENCES OF THE MERGER FOR THE EMPLOYEES  

5.1 Upon the entry into force of the merger and the related transfer of business, all employment relationships existing at the time of 

the entry into force of the merger ("transfer date") with the Odeon shall substantively be transferred unchanged to LEONINE in accord-

ance with Section 613a of the German Civil Code (BGB) in conjunction with Section 324 UmwG. LEONINE shall enter into the period 

of employment with the company or recognized by or spent at Odeon until the transfer date by virtue of law, so that this is not interrupted, 

but continued at LEONINE. 

5.2 At Odeon, there are no company pension commitments (including obligations from current benefits to retirees and vested rights 

to former employees). 

5.3 Both LEONINE and Odeon do not have any employer / works council agreements, general employer / works council agreements 

or group employer / works council agreements. 

5.4 Both LEONINE and Odeon are not currently members of an employers' association and are not bound by collective agreements. 

There are also no collective agreements which have been declared universally binding in relation to the establishments of these compa-

nies. 

5.5 A termination of the transfer of employment by the employer due to the transfer of business caused by the merger shall be invalid 

(Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 1 BGB). The right to terminate the Agreement for other reasons remains unaffected in accordance with 

Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 2 BGB. 

5.6 Odeon’s employees shall be informed separately in accordance with Section 324 UmwG in conjunction with Section 613a Para 

5 BGB. According to court rulings of the Federal Labour Court, Odeon’s employees do not have a right of objection to the transfer of 

their employment relationships according to Section 613a BGB to LEONINE according to Section 613a Para. 6 BGB in the case of the 

present merger, because Odeon expires by way of the merger. However, according to the court rulings of the Federal Labour Court, 

from the time of entry into force of the merger the employees have an extraordinary right of termination, which does not require cause.  

5.7 Unless otherwise explained above, the employment relationships of LEONINE’s employees remain unaffected by the merger. 
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5.8 Both LEONINE and Odeon do not have any employer / works councils, group employer / works councils, executive employee 

representative committees or representatives of severely disabled persons. 

5.9 There are no amendments under co-determination law, as the relevant thresholds at the acquiring company are not reached even 

after entry into force of the merger. LEONINE’s Supervisory Board shall continue to be composed exclusively of shareholders' repre-

sentatives. 

5.10 In connection with the merger, no organizational changes are planned beyond the measures outlined in Fehler! Verweisquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden. of this Agreement, in particular no business closures, business combinations, personnel rationaliza-

tions or transfers. 

§ 6 FURTHER CONSEQUENCES FOR THE EMPLOYEES  

After the merger, the Odeon's existing operation shall retain its identity (hereinafter referred to as "Odeon Business Unit"). Following 

the entry into force of the merger, LEONINE intends to include the assets and legal relationships associated with the Odeon Business 

Unit (including, in particular, the Odeon’s subsidiaries), in each case in its entirety with the continuation of LEONINE to Odeon Holding 

GmbH, Munich, a sister company of LEONINE, also a 100% subsidiary of LEONINE Holding GmbH, Munich, in accordance with 

Section 123 Para. 1 UmwG (spin-off by way of absorption), in this case of the spin-off, the following applies for the employees: 

6.1 Upon the entry into force of the spin-off and the related transfer of business, all employment relationships attributable to the 

Odeon Business Unit, which exist at the time of the entry into force of the spin-off ("spin-off date") with LEONINE, shall be transferred 

substantively unchanged to Odeon Holding GmbH in accordance with Section 613a of the German Civil Code (BGB) in conjunction 

with Section 324 UmwG. Odeon Holding GmbH shall enter into the period of employment with the company or recognized by or spent 

at LEONINE until the end of the spin-off by virtue of law, so that this is not interrupted, but continued at Odeon Holding GmbH. This 

does not apply for employees who object to the transfer of their employment relationship, as well as to employees who left before the 

spin-off date. 

6.2 No organizational changes are planned in connection with the spin-off, in particular no business closures, company mergers, 

personnel rationalizations or transfers. 

6.3 In the case of the Odeon Business Unit, there are no company pension commitments (including obligations from current benefits 

to pensioners and vested rights to former employees). 

6.4 Both LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH do not have any employer / works council agreements, general employer / works 

council agreements or group employer / works council agreements. 

6.5 Both LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH are not currently members of an employers' association and are not bound by 

collective agreements. There are also no collective agreements which have been declared universally binding in relation to the 

establishments of these companies.  

6.6 A termination of the transfer of employment upon the entry into force of the spin-off due to the transfer of employment caused 

by the spin-off by the respective employer is invalid (Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 1 BGB). The right to terminate the Agreement for 

other reasons remains unaffected in accordance with Section 613a Para 4 Sentence 2 BGB. The employees' termination status deterio-

rates due to the spin-off in accordance with Section 323 Para. 1 UmwG for a period of two years from the closing date. 

6.7 LEONINE’s employees assigned to the Odeon Business Unit are listed in accordance with Section 324 UmwG in conjunction 

with Section 613a Para. 5 of the German Civil Code [BGB]. The employees have the right to object in writing to the transfer of their 

employment relationship to Odeon Holding GmbH within one month after receipt of the notification letter.  
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6.8 LEONINE is liable in addition to Odeon Holding GmbH as joint and several debtors from the spin-off date for all claims arising 

from the transferred employment relationship, even those that arose prior to this date. However, insofar as LEONINE is not assigned 

these liabilities, the latter is only liable for these liabilities if they are due before the expiry of five years after that date and claims 

therefrom are made either in Section 197 Para. 1 No. 3 to 5 of the German Civil Code, or a judicial or official enforcement action is 

carried out or applied for; in the case of obligations under public-law, the issue of an administrative act is sufficient. For pension 

liabilities based on the German Company Pensions Act [Betriebsrentengesetz] before the spin-off date, the deadline shall be ten years. 

In other respects, Section 133 UmwG shall apply. Odeon Holding GmbH, on the other hand, is liable for all claims arising from the 

employment relationships transferred to it, even beyond the aforementioned periods. 

6.9 Unless otherwise explained above, the employment relationships of LEONINE’s employees remain unaffected by the spin-off. 

6.10 LEONINE and Odeon Holding GmbH have no works councils, Group works councils, executive employee committees or 

representatives of severely disabled persons 

§ 7 EFFECT OF THE MERGER ON THE SUPERVISORY BODIES 

7.1 Odeon has a Supervisory Board consisting of three members, all of whom are elected by Odeon's general meeting. 

7.2 Upon the entry into force of the merger, the Supervisory Board's position as an executive body shall end. The mandates of all 

members of Odeon’s Supervisory Board shall thereby end at the same time. 

7.3 LEONINE has a Supervisory Board consisting of three members, all of whom are elected by LEONINE’s general meeting. 

7.4 LEONINE's Supervisory Board is also elected by the LEONINE's general meeting after the entry into force of the merger (cf. 

§ 5 Item 5.9). 

§ 8 MERGER DATE CHANGE 

8.1 If the merger does not become valid by registration in the commercial register of LEONINE's registered office before the expiry 

of 28 February 2022, by way of derogation from Section 1 Item 1.2 of this merger agreement, Odeon's balance sheet as at 31 December 

2021 shall be used as the closing balance sheet and, by way of derogation from Section 1 Item 1.3 of this agreement, the start of 1 

January 2022, midnight (0.00 AM), (merger date) as reporting date for the acquisition of the assets and the change of the accounting. 

In the event of a further delay of the entry beyond 28 February of the following year, the reporting date of the closing balance sheet and 

the merger date shall each be deferred by one year in accordance with the foregoing. 

8.2 If the merger does not take effect before expiry of 28 February 2022 by registration in the commercial register of LOEININE's 

registered office, the entry in the register shall only occur after LEONINE’s and Odeon’s annual general meetings, adopting resolutions 

on the appropriation of profits for the 2021 financial year. LEONINE and the Odeon will ensure this if necessary by a corresponding 

supplement to the application for entry in the register. The same shall apply if the entry is further delayed beyond 28 February of the 

following year. 

§ 9 CONDITION PRECEDENT 

9.1 The entry into force of this agreement is subject to the condition precedent that a resolution of the Odeon’s general meeting 

according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 1 UmwG in conjunction with Section 327a Para. 1 Sentence 1 AktG on the transfer of the 

shares of the Odeon’s minority shareholders to LEONINE as main shareholder into the commercial register of Odeon’s registered office 
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provided with the notice according to Section 62 Para. 5 Sentence 7 UmwG, that the share transfer resolution shall only be entered in 

the register at the same time as the entry of the merger in the register of the LEONINE’s registered office. 

9.2 The approval of LEONINE’s general meeting to the merger agreement would only be required if, according to Section 62 Para. 

2 Sentence 1 UmwG, LEONINE’s shareholders, whose shares together would reach the twentieth part of the share capital, would require 

the convening of a general meeting, in which a resolution on the approval of the merger was adopted. LEONINE's sole shareholder, 

LEONINE Holding GmbH, has declared to LEONINE that it will not exercise this right and has waived this right in advance in writing. 

§ 10 REAL ESTATE PROPERTY 

Odeon's assets do not include any real estate property. 

§ 11 COSTS 

The costs incurred by the conclusion of this agreement and its execution - with the exception of the costs of Odeon’s general meeting, 

which adopts the share transfer resolution - shall be borne by LEONINE. The cost of the preparation of this agreement shall be borne 

by each party itself. 

§ 12 FINAL PROVISIONS 

Should individual provisions of this agreement be or become invalid or unenforceable, this shall not affect the validity of the agreement 

in other respects. The parties undertake to adopt, instead of the invalid or unenforceable provision, a regulation which is valid and 

enforceable and which comes closest to what the parties intended or would have intended with the invalid or unenforceable provision 

if they had considered the invalidity or unenforceability. The same applies if loopholes in the agreement have to be closed. 

 

One copy and one certified copy of this Agreement shall be received by each of the following: 

- LEONINE Licensing AG, Taunusstrasse 21, 80807 Munich, for the attention of Patrick Ballas; 

- Odeon Film AG, Taunusstrasse 21, 80807 Munich, for the attention of Jürgen Neugebauer; and 

- one certified copy each of the Munich Tax Office - Corporate Tax Office - for LE-ONINE and Odeon. 
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